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Macmillan Education has been advancing learning for over 175 years. 

Since the earliest days we have established ourselves as a leading publisher, 

building strong partnerships with educators, innovating in pedagogy and 

digital content, and inspiring learners to achieve more.

In classrooms we know how transformative learning can be, and we are passionate about 

providing learners and their teachers with everything they need to succeed in education, in the 

workplace, and in life. We do this by:

•  Listening carefully to the needs of teachers 

and learners, and translating this knowledge 

into insights that shape the future state of 

education

•  Developing highly relevant content and 

resources that make teaching rewarding and 

learning eff ective, and ensuring measurable 

successful outcomes

•  Building lasting relationships with teachers 

and lecturers, and providing guidance, 

support and inspiration on their professional 

development journey

•  Connecting teachers with the latest research, 

new pedagogies and experts

As education adapts and changes at an ever-

increasing pace, we will always be there – 

empowering teachers to inspire learners on 

their lifelong journeys in education.

Macmillan Education

Advancing Learning
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The Curious Flower original artwork is a metaphor for 

the way in which learning develops from the seeds of curiosity 

and imagination, and the role that educators play in spreading 

that knowledge to learners.

Macmillan Teaching Handbooks
Macmillan Teaching Handbooks are written for student teachers and practising teachers in primary schools 

in Africa.

Teaching Series eBOOK
AVAILABLE

Teaching in South African Schools
Teaching in South African Schools is a book aimed at specialists, developers of 

education, and practicing teachers. It deals with the educator’s role as a leader, 

administrator and manager.

ISBN: 9780333720554

ISBN: 9780797826625

ISBN: 9781770307551 ISBN: 9781770308206 ISBN: 9781770307605

ISBN: 9780333771464 ISBN: 9780333750155 ISBN: 9781405031240 ISBN: 9780333750162

“When you teach what you love and share 

what you know, you open eyes, minds, hearts 

and souls to unexplored worlds.”



Connect with us

For more information about Macmillan Education visit 

us at:

w www.macmillaneducation.co.sz

G macedSwaziland
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Let’s go digital
Macmillan Education off ers a wide variety of eLearning 

solutions for the classroom and home use.

Contact us for more information.

bettermarks®

An online adaptive maths portal which makes 

learning engaging and easy for learners and 

teachers.

Solutions for All and Clever Books

eBooks for all core Grade 4–12 CAPS-approved 

titles. 

Guidelines

eBooks for a variety of literature and language 

study guides.

Learn Xtra Live

Video on SD card for a variety of key subject 

study guides  >>  An online portal 

Study Guides



Early Childhood 
Development (ECD) & 

Foundation Phase 
(Grades R–3)
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Title ISBN Language

English Pack (10 × Big Books) 9781431056545 English

Be careful! 9781431055371 English

Head, shoulders, knees and toes 9781431055319 English

I like to be healthy 9781431055333 English

I like to play 9781431055302 English

Look at me! 9781431055357 English

Title ISBN Language

My family 9781431055340 English

My new clothes 9781431055388 English

Shopping with Mom 9781431055364 English

This is my head 9781431055326 English

What can I do? 9781431055296 English

Here we go!

Big Books

•  The Here we go! Big Book Pack contains 10 full-colour, A3-size Big Books, comprising a range of stories 

and texts that children can relate to. These titles are also available individually.

•  The Big Books are graded according to diffi  culty, starting with one-word-per-page books and moving to 

one-sentence-per-page books.

•  The Big Books can be used to facilitate emergent reading by giving learners the opportunity to hold books 

the right way up, to turn pages correctly when ‘reading’ and to develop correct eye movement, such as 

following lines of text from left to right.

•  The learners also develop as readers through shared reading when they ‘read’ the Big Books as a class with 

the teacher.

•  Using Big Books to ‘read’ in the classroom gives learners the opportunity to:

 – answer simple questions

 – describe and discuss characters

 –  draw pictures, capturing the main ideas of the story

 – retell the story

 – say whether they liked the story

 – say how the story made them feel

 –  respond through mime, movement and other drama activities.
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Here we go!

Poster Pack

•  The Here we go! Poster Pack contains 20 full-colour, 

A1-size Posters that are aimed at learners from the 

Early Childhood Development Phase to the 

Foundation Phase.

•  All the Posters are in full-colour, with bright colours 

that grab the learners’ attention, stimulate their 

imagination, and hold their interest.

•  Using Posters in the classroom context allows for 

subconscious learning to take place continually, as 

the learners are exposed to the information on the 

Posters displayed on the classroom walls.

•  The Posters are used to introduce and stimulate 

discussion on a particular theme. 

•  Because they are laminated, the Posters are durable 

and interactive – labels can be attached and removed 

depending on the theme and the discussion.

•  No titles are provided on the Posters, as the titles are 

provided in all 11 languages on the reverse side of the 

cover sheet.

•  The Posters reinforce learning, especially in the FAL 

classroom; for example, learning the names of 

diff erent body parts, pets, fruits and vegetables, the 

seasons, and so on.

•  The Posters can be used interchangeably between learning areas. For example: 

 –  The Poster: My body can be used to count body parts (Mathematics); to identify body parts; and for 

the learners to see how to use each body part, such as rotating wrists and hopping on one leg (Physical 

Education – Life Skills).

 –  The Poster: Fruits and vegetables can be used to learn to count; to learn the names of diff erent 

colours; and to learn the names of diff erent fruits and vegetables.

Title ISBN Language

Here we go! Poster Pack 9781431055289 All 11 offi  cial languages
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Muzzy Language Learning Courses

The acclaimed MUZZY language learning courses, created by the British Broadcasting Corporation, target 

every child’s ideal years to learn a second or even a third language. Loveable Muzzy and his fun friends will 

guide children on the journey to learning a new language naturally and without eff ort.

Why Muzzy?

MUZZY is a natural immersion approach to language learning that mimics the learning process we all used to 

learn our native language. Any child, whether they’re a visual/spatial, verbal, kinaesthetic, musical, or logical/

mathematical learner, will fi nd it easy and fun to master a second language.

Why should your early learners use MUZZY?

•  Children are entertained as they watch a cartoon story about MUZZY and his friends

•  Scene by scene, the story and Vocabulary Builder present hundreds of functional 

words and phrases spoken by native speakers with authentic accents

•  With repetition, children absorb the new language naturally at their own 

pace through the context of the story and its imagery

•  MUZZY replicates how children learned their native language

•  No grammar or complex structures to remember

•  Reading and non-reading children benefi t

•  MUZZY and his friends are appealing!

Muzzy DVD sets

Teachers – Librarians – Parents

Bring the love of learning a second (or third) language to the children in your life. There is no need for an 

Internet connection to begin using MUZZY’s natural immersion approach to language learning that we all 

used to learn our native language.

Muzzy for schools

The MUZZY School Edition is for 

language teachers, classroom 

teachers and staff , whether 

fl uent in the target language 

or not.

reds of functional 

cents

heir own 

DIGITAL
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Making Resources for ECD and Grade R

Let your child learn through play

A step-by-step guide for teachers, parents and caregivers showing how to make low-

cost resources and how to use these resources in various learning situations.

A list of all the 

materials you 

will need to 

make each 

resource

The activities in this book are 

linked to The South African 

National Curriculum Framework 

for Children from Birth to Four 

Years (NCF) and the Curriculum 

and Assessment Policy 

Statements (CAPS) in terms of 

the skills covered.

There are a 

number of 

suggested 

activities 

illustrating how 

the resources 

can be put to 

good use.

The ‘Skills’ section lists 

the various skills to be 

practised during the 

given activities. The 

importance or benefi ts 

of practising these 

skills are also often 

discussed.

Step-by-step 

instructions on 

how to make 

each resource

There are 

occasional ‘Tips’ 

throughout the 

book. These 

give practical 

suggestions 

related to the 

resources or 

activities.

The ‘Did you 

know?’ section 

presents 

important and 

interesting facts 

about various 

activities or skills 

included in the 

book.

The ‘Go Green!’ box provides 

information about environmental 

awareness and gives suggestions 

on how to be proactive in terms 

of conservation. These sections 

recommend simple actions that 

even children can follow to care 

for our world.

Materials

Links to the curriculum

Activities

     Skills

Instructions

Tip

     Did you 
know?

     Go Green!G  

 D
k

    

S   

Features of book

Title ISBN Language

Making Resources for ECD and Grade R 9781431057795 English

CAPS
ALIGNED
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Title ISBN Language

Step into Science Grade R and ECD 9781431055258 English

Step into Science

For Grade R and ECD

Step into Science is Macmillan’s new series of science activity books. The books in this series include a range 

of fun activities, each based on a scientifi c or technological principle. You don’t need to be a science teacher 

to use this book – the activities are presented in a clear, easy-to-use way, listing the 

resources needed and the steps to follow for each activity.

These features have been carefully designed to help teachers bring scientifi c learning 

into the classroom.

The activities 

link to the 

South African 

CAPS topics 

for Life Skills. 

They help 

the learners 

to see that 

scientifi c or 

technological 

principles can 

be seen in 

all aspects of 

everyday life.

The activities list the integrated 

developmental skills that learners 

will practise through the activity.

The full-colour 

artwork and 

photos make 

it easy to 

understand 

how to set up 

each activity.

The book includes several observation 

sheets that teachers may copy and 

adapt for their own classes.

Additional 

notes explain 

some scientifi c 

principles, 

where 

necessary.

Each activity 

includes a 

‘Science sum 

up’, which 

explains the 

objective of 

the activity.

The resources 

listed are 

generally 

common 

household 

objects, and 

are easy and 

inexpensive to 

source.

Links to the 
curriculum

Integrated development skills

Artwork

Observation sheets

Notes

Science sum 
up

Resources

Features of book

CAPS 
ALIGNED
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Siyacatfuta
This is a brand new literacy programme designed to cater for learners at 

the foundation phase of education. For relevance and enhanced 

language acquisition, the whole series has been 

developed in siSwati. Each package comprises 

the following:

• 40 Readers

• 20 Charts

• Anthology of Stories

• Teacher’s Guide.

These components play a complementary role in 

the holistic development of the learner, especially 

in promoting literacy, numeracy, cognitive, gross 

motor, as well as key life skills.

Title ISBN

Readers

1 Ngimcoka 9781852221102

2 Siya Esikolweni 9781852221119

3 Liklasi Lami 9781852221126

4 Tincwadzi 9781852221133

5 Emalanga Eliviki 9781852221140

6 Umtimba Wami 9781852221157

7 Kunakekela Imphilo 9781852221164

8 Kusehlobo 9781852221171

9 Bocala Nemibala 9781852221188

10 Imicimbi Nemalanga Lamcoka 9781852221195

11 Ekhaya 9781852221201

12 Kuphepha 9781852221218

13 Lokuphikisanako 9781852221225

14 Imiva 9781852221232

15 Kubala 9781852221249

16 Umndeni Wami 9781852221256

17 Simo Selitulu 9781852221263

18 Kusekwindla 9781852221270

19 Lalela 9781852221287

20 Buka Tonkhe Nati Tinyoni 9781852221294

21 Tsintsa 9781852221300

22 Nambitsa Uphindze Unukise 9781852221317

23 Kusebusika 9781852221324

24 Kwekuhamba 9781852221331

25 Bantfu Labasisitako 9781852221348

26 Emanti 9781852221355

27 Titselo 9781852221362

28 Uyatitsandza Yini Tibhidvo? 9781852221379

29 Lachamuka Kuphi Lubisi? 9781852221386

30 Ichamuka Kuphi Insontfo? 9781852221393

31 Gcina Umhlaba Wetfu Uphilile 9781852221409

32 Emalanga Lamcoka 9781852221751

Title ISBN

33 Kusentfwasahlobo 9781852221768

34 Buka Tonkhe Nati Tinyoni 9781852221775

35 Nyoka Nebangani Bakhe 9781852221782

36 Emadaynaso Ayasabeka 9781852221799

37 Tilwane Tasendle 9781852221805

38 Emabhubezi 9781852221812

39 Ngumuphi Umdlalo Lowutsandzako? 9781852221829

40 Imisindvo 9781852221836

Charts

1 Emanti 9781852221850

2 Imisebenti Leyentiwa Bantfu

3 Tinyoni

4 Simo Selitulu

5 Tilwane Tasendle

6 Likhaya Lakitsi Nemndeni Wakitsi

7 Bocala Nemibala

8 Umtimba Wami

9 Kuphepha

10 Bomahumane

11 Imiva

12 Kwekuhamba

13 Imicimbi Nemalanga Lamcoka

14 Emalanga Eliviki

15 Sikolwa Sami

16 Kunakekela Imphilo

17 Kufuyela Lubisi

18 Titselo

19 Bochakazane

20 Imidlalo

Anthology of Stories

Anthology of Stories 9781852221843

Teacher’s Guide

Teacher’s Guide 9781852221096
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First 100 words

First 100 animals

Title ISBN Language

fi rst 100 words 9781843322924 English

amagama ali-100 okuqala 9780853205302 isiXhosa

amagama 100 ayikhulu okuqala 9780853205265 isiZulu

Mantšu a 100 a mathomo 9780853205258 Sepedi

mantswe a pele a 100 9780853205296 Sesotho

mafoko a ntlha 100 a le lekgolo 9780853205319 Setswana

Title ISBN Language

fi rst 100 animals 9781843323440 English

izilwanyana ezili-100 zokuqala 9780853205425 isiXhosa

izilwane 100 zokuqala eziyikhulu 9780853205388 isiZulu

diphoofolo tše 100 tša mathomo 9780853205432 Sepedi

diphoofolo tsa pele tse 100 9780853205371 Sesotho

My big book of South African animals

First 100 mini

This is a perfect book for kids who love animals, on big, sturdy board pages. 

They’ll discover bright, bold photographs of all diff erent kinds of South African 

animals.

Each has their name written underneath, so that children can learn vocabulary 

and start to develop word and picture association.

Title ISBN

My big book of South African animals 9781783417124

Title ISBN Language

First 100 animals mini 9781849154215 English

First 100 farm mini 9781783414673 English

First 100 numbers mini 9781849158916 English

First 100 words mini 9781849154208 English

First 100 animals mini 9781920629663 isiXhosa

First 100 farm mini 9781920629694 isiXhosa

First 100 numbers mini 9781920629687 isiXhosa

First 100 words mini 9781920629670 isiXhosa

First 100 animals mini 9781920629625 isiZulu

First 100 farm mini 9781920629656 isiZulu

Title ISBN Language

First 100 numbers mini 9781920629649 isiZulu

First 100 words mini 9781920629632 isiZulu
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My Clever Perception Series

Help your learner or child to become sensory aware

Perception is the ability of the brain to interpret whatever we see, hear, feel, taste or smell.

The My Clever Perception Series is a series of workbooks that will help 

learners to master the following perceptual skills:

•  visual and auditory discrimination: memory, sequence, closure, 

foreground-background and analytical synthesis

•  laterality, midline crossing and spacial orientation

•  gross motor and fi ne motor skills

•  eye-hand and eye-foot coordination

•  correct eye movements.

Who will benefi t from the My Clever Perception Series?

It is important for a learner to master the perceptual skills in 

his or her Grade R year in order to be emotionally, socially, 

physically and mentally ready for Grade 1.

In order to master the formal reading and writing activities in 

Grade 1 a learner is expected to possess a number of perceptual skills.

Every child is unique and develops at his or her own pace. The My Clever Perception Series is a valuable tool 

to give support to Grades 2 and 3 learners who experience specifi c problems with the formal work due to a 

gap in their perceptual skills.

The books in this series:

•  have bright, beautiful covers that learners will fi nd very appealing

•  have a character who shows the child exactly what to do on each page

•  explain the importance of each skill

•  have instructions, at the back of each book, on how to facilitate the activities in a clear, easy-to-use way.
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Title ISBN

Diff erences/similarities 9781431057702

Sequence 9781431057764

Constancy of shape 9781431057696

Foreground-Background 9781431057719

Title ISBN

Grouping 9781431057726

Eye-hand coordination 9781431057771

Position in space 9781431057757

Arts and crafts 9781431057672

Title ISBN

Body Image 9781431057689

Numbers 9781431057740

Letters 9781431057733

The instructions in each book are in the following languages:
Afrikaans • English • isiXhosa • isiZulu • Sepedi • Sesotho • Setswana

The My Clever Perception Series comprises:

CAPS 
ALIGNED
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Grade R English 

Reader Box

40 × books

Reading Corners (Grades R–3)
Create a comfortable and inviting setting in your classroom to encourage a love for books and reading.

Components include:

Grade R only Grades 1–3 only

Title ISBN Language

Grade R Reading Corner 9781431052912 English

Grade 1 Reading Corner 9781431052677 English

Title ISBN Language

Grade 2 Reading Corner 9781431052684 English

Grade 3 Reading Corner 9781431052691 English

Floor Mats

4 × PVC foam fl oor mats in blue, 

green, red and yellow

Dimensions: 40 mm thick, 

1 m × 1 m

Browsing Boxes

2 × red wooden browsing boxes

Foundation Phase Poster Pack

30 × full-colour A1 posters linked 

to Foundation Phase CAPS Life 

Skills topics

Book Packs *

Grade 1 English Reader 

Starter Pack – 90 books

Grade 2 English Reader 

Starter Pack – 120 books

Grade 3 English Reader 

Starter Pack – 140 books

* Each pack available with 

the grade-specifi c corner 

ordered.

Book packs are available 

in African languages.

Teacher’s Pack

•  How to use the Reading 

Trolley and Reading 

Corners Guide

•  How the Reading Trolley 

supports the CAPS 

Reading Strategies 

Manual

•  Big Book

•  The Reading Trolley and 

Reading Corners Grades 

1–3 Inventories

Cushions 

10 × PVC round cushions in 

various colours

Easel

1 × red wooden easel for big 

books/posters

Alphabet Frieze

Full-colour A4 alphabet cards

*Please see next page for individual items
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Individual items

The items in the Reading Corners can be purchased individually.

Title ISBN Language

Floor Mats (set of 4) 9781431052721

Cushions (set of 10) 9781431052714

Wooden Browsing Box 9781431052745

Wooden Easel 9781431052738

Foundation Phase Poster Pack 9781431052769

Alphabet Frieze 9781431052776 English

Teacher’s Pack 9781431052783 English

Grade R Reader Box (40 readers) 9781431052905 English

Grade 1 English Reader Starter Pack (90 books) 9781431052868 English

Grade 2 English Reader Starter Pack (120 books) 9781431052875 English

Grade 3 English Reader Starter Pack (140 books) 9781431052882 English
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The Foundation Phase Reading Trolley
The Foundation Phase Reading Trolley includes books and a Teacher’s Pack designed for the South African 

classroom and curriculum.

Features

•  Trendy trolley that will appeal to learners and create a curiosity for books

•  Strong and durable with mesh panels

•  Lightweight with 4 swivel casters (2 lockable) for safe and easy moving and storing

•  Lockable

•  Adjustable shelves with dividers to keep books of diff erent sizes in order

•  Dimensions: Height – 1 300 mm; Length – 1 000 mm; Width – 300 mm

•  Colour: Red (lead free powder coating)

•  The slogan on the header board can be customised and sponsor details added if required

•  Includes 4 additional A4 shelves that hook onto the side panels

Components

• Trolley

• 350 books

 – 90 Grade 1 books

 – 120 Grade 2 books

 – 140 Grade 3 books

• Teacher’s Pack

 –  How to use the 

Reading Trolley and 

Reading Corners 

Guide

 –  How the Reading 

Trolley supports the 

CAPS Reading 

Strategies Manual

 –  Big Book

 –  The Reading Trolley 

and Reading Corners 

Grades 1–3 

Inventories

Title ISBN Language

Foundation Phase Reading Trolley (with books) 9781431051878 English

Reading Trolley (without books) 9781431052752

* Please allow six weeks’ lead time for delivery of Reading Trolleys.
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English Reader Starter Packs

About the books

•  Selected titles integrate with the CAPS Life Skills topics relevant to Grades 1–3

• Age-appropriate books carefully selected for boys and girls

•  Diff erent genres: fi ction, non-fi ction and dictionaries

•  Attractive and colourful material that will attract and hold the learners’ interest

•  Books can cater for both English First Additional Language (FAL) and Home Language (HL) according to 

the level of reading ability

•  The graded books allow opportunities for intervention and extension for the diff erent ages (Grades 1–3)

•  The non-fi ction books encourage an early interest in science, and the informative text promotes easy 

understanding in a visual way

•  The reading strategies in the Foundation Phase forms an integral part of the Balanced Reading and 

Language approach. The books are selected to facilitate this process

Title ISBN Language

Grade 1 English Reader Starter Pack (90 books) 9781431052868 English

Grade 2 English Reader Starter Pack (120 books) 9781431052875 English

Grade 3 English Reader Starter Pack (140 books) 9781431052882 English

Big Books

Title ISBN Language

Grade 1

Clever English First Additional Language Grade 1 Big Book 9781431801831 English

Solutions for all English Home Language Grade 1 Big Book 9781431008162 English

Solutions for all English First Additional Language Grade 1 Big Book 9781431008193 English

Grade 2

Clever English First Additional Language Grade 2 Big Book 9781431801848 English

Solutions for all English Home Language Grade 2 Big Book 9781431008179 English

Solutions for all English First Additional Language Grade 2 Big Book 9781431008209 English

Grade 3

Clever English First Additional Language Grade 3 Big Book 9781431801855 English

Solutions for all English Home Language Grade 3 Big Book 9781431008186 English

Solutions for all English First Additional Language Grade 3 Big Book 9781431008216 English

CAPS 
APPROVED
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Readers are Leaders
The Readers are Leaders graded reading scheme for the Foundation Phase enables teachers to help 

learners on their way to becoming independent readers. This reading scheme emphasises the importance 

of a balanced approach to teaching language – as well as the value of understanding the role of stories in 

learners’ oral and narrative skills development. The scheme includes 5 readers per grade (there are 3 levels) 

for Grades 1–3.

Title ISBN

Readers are Leaders (English First Additional Language)

Can you help me? (Grade 1 Beginner) 9780797815438

In our classroom (Grade 1 Beginner) 9780797815506

Bath time (Grade 1 Intermediate) 9780797815490

Houses (Grade 1 Intermediate) 9780797815513

Bend and stretch! (Grade 1 Advanced) 9780797815575

Sometimes (Grade 2 Beginner) 9780797819320

Can fi sh live in the desert? (Grade 2 Beginner) 9780797819382

A busy day at the clinic (Grade 2 Intermediate) 9780797819351

Elephants don’t forget (Grade 2 Intermediate) 9780797819399

Big machines (Grade 2 Advanced) 9780797819429

At the dentist (Grade 3 Beginner) 9780797819153

A surprise for Daniel (Grade 3 Beginner) 9780797819160

A noise in the night (Grade 3 Intermediate) 9780797819191

Building a house (Grade 3 Intermediate) 9780797819221

Alfi e fi nds a home (Grade 3 Advanced) 9780797819245

CAPS 
APPROVED

Solutions for all
The Solutions for all graded reading scheme for the Foundation Phase will help learners to become 

independent young readers and develop their literacy skills. 

Title ISBN

Solutions for all (English Home Language)

Sara’s school (Grade 1 Beginner) 9781431008773

Our families (Grade 1 Beginner) 9781431008766

My house (Grade 1 Intermediate) 9781431008797

Make a stick puppet (Grade 1 Intermediate) 9781431008780

Goggas (Grade 1 Advanced) 9781431008803

The wedding (Grade 2 Beginner) 9781431008810

This is my body (Grade 2 Beginner) 9781431008827

I can’t eat what you eat (Grade 2 Intermediate) 9781431008841

Fun on a rainy day (Grade 2 Intermediate) 9781431008834

Let’s make a spider (Grade 2 Advanced) 9781431008858

The old green car (Grade 3 Beginner) 9781431008872

Can I play with you? (Grade 3 Beginner) 9781431008865

Mammals and other animals (Grade 3 Intermediate) 9781431008896

I wish I could fl y (Grade 3 Intermediate) 9781431008889

Make a climbing clown (Grade 3 Advanced) 9781431008902

CAPS 
APPROVED
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Siswati Graded Readers CAPS 
APPROVED

Title ISBN

Siswati (Home Language)

Lidada Nebangani (Libanga 1 Sigaba 1) 9780853209119

Simo Uya Kadokotela (Libanga 1 Sigaba 2) 9780853209232

Ngitafi sa Kuba Silwane (Libanga 1 Sigaba 3) 9780853209225

Sikebhe (Libanga 1 Sigaba 4) 9780853209126

Lufudvu Lolunesibindzi (Libanga 1 Sigaba 5) 9780853209188

Ngiyabekabeka (Libanga 2 Sigaba 1) 9780853209249

Simemo Sabocanco (Libanga 2 Sigaba 2) 9780853209256

Busuku Lobuhle (Libanga 2 Sigaba 3) 9780853209300

Bakagundvwane (Libanga 2 Sigaba 4) 9780853209317

Botwana Bayadlala (Libanga 2 Sigaba 5) 9780853209331

Gabigabi Buso Bami (Libanga 3 Sigaba 1) 9780853209096

Inyoka (Libanga 3 Sigaba 2) 9780853209218

Ikhalenda Yami (Libanga 3 Sigaba 3) 9780853209157

Tikhatsi Temnyaka (Libanga 3 Sigaba 4) 9780853209362

Wate Wahlabana Jabe! (Libanga 3 Sigaba 5) 9780853209386
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Flying Start to Literacy
Make Flying Start to Literacy the core of your literacy resources.

Flying Start to Literacy is a comprehensive core early literacy 

programme that supports the systematic development of reading strategies 

and skills of young learners.

FREE TEACHER 
RESOURCES 
ONLINE

268 readers (134 pairs of books) organised into 7 developmental stages

Developmental 

Reading Stages

Flying Start 

to Literacy 

Levels

Features of the Programme at each Developmental 

Reading Stage

Early Emergent 

Reading Stage

1–2 •  Establishes a full range of concepts about print

•  Introduces common stems and key vocabulary

•  Introduces the fi rst 26 high-frequency words

•  Focuses on phonemic awareness and introduces letters (common 

sounds)

Emergent 

Reading Stage

3–6 •  Introduces phonologically regular vocabulary: all words with short 

vowels

•  Revisits and extends high-frequency words

•  Re-uses key vocabulary

Early Reading 

Stage

7–10 •  New, phonologically regular vocabulary is carefully introduced

•  Key vocabulary is revisited

•  High-frequency words are revisited and extended

Transitional 

Reading Stage

11–14 •  New, phonologically regular vocabulary is carefully introduced

•  Language structures become more complex

•  High-frequency words are revisited and extended

Early Fluent 

Reading Stage

15–18 •  Increased complexity of concepts

•  Phonologically regular words now include more complex vowel 

combinations

Fluent Reading 

Stage

19–24 •  Vocabulary now includes less common letter combinations

•  Increased conceptual load

•  More complex language structures

Fluent Plus 

Reading Stage

25–30 •  Increased conceptual load with some less familiar content

•  More specialised and technical language

•  Increased range of text and language features

Developmental Reading Stages of Flying Start to Literacy
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The Big News in Early Literacy

Use Flying Start to Literacy in your classroom and build a solid foundation in beginning reading.

Paired Books

Connected Texts to Reinforce 

Learning

•  268 readers (134 pairs of books) 

organised into 7 Developmental 

Reading Stages.

•  Paired books address the same 

concepts, vocabulary and high-

frequency words in 

diff erent text types and sentence 

structures.

•  High-frequency words are 

gradually and systematically 

introduced and reused.

•  There is a high rate of repetition of 

high-frequency words and a low 

ratio of unfamiliar words.

•  There is a balance of illustrated 

narrative and photographic 

informative books.

•  There is a wide range of text types 

– narratives, recounts, procedures, 

explanations and reports.

Features Benefi ts

Key vocabulary is introduced 

systematically. 

Key vocabulary is carefully introduced and constantly revisited. Paired 

books present the same key vocabulary in diff erent text types. 

High-frequency words have a 

high rate of repetition with a 

low ratio of unfamiliar words.

Connected, paired books present the same high-

frequency words in diff erent sentence structures and 

text types.

A variety of text types enable 

the development of a range 

of reading strategies. 

A range of text types, with diff erent structures 

and text features, build reading strategies for texts 

that have diff erent purposes.

Text complexity is carefully 

sequenced to build reading 

strategies. 

Flying Start to Literacy is sequenced into 7 

Developmental Stages and 30 Guided Reading levels. 

Reading strategies are developed and consolidated at each level.

The teaching of phonics 

and phonemic awareness is 

supported by the program.

Underpinning Flying Start to Literacy is a systematic and explicit 

sequence of phonemic awareness and phonics. This sequence is 

matched in the books to provide a context for learning. 

Fluency enhances 

comprehension. 

Lesson Plans provide opportunities for oral reading and include the re-

reading of books to improve word identifi cation skills and comprehension.

Reading and writing are 

linked.

The range of text types and the pairing of narrative and informative texts 

provide models of writing for the readers. Comprehensive Lesson Plans 

include writing as an integral part of each lesson.

Assessment is ongoing to 

inform instruction. 

Ongoing assessment forms part of each teaching 

sequence. Assessment checklists are available.

Emergent Reading: Stage 2 Levels 3–6

Transitional Reading: Stage 4 Levels 11–14

Fluent Reading: Stage 6 Levels 19–24
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Reading Planet
Reading Planet is a fl exible new reading programme for Grade R, Foundation Phase and Intermediate Phase. 

Bring new enthusiasm for reading to your learners with modern stories, settings and characters, safe in the 

knowledge that the Reading Planet approach is rooted in the latest literacy research. 

The series is specifi cally developed to:

• help children develop essential pre-reading skills

• embed phonics and deepen comprehension

• build enjoyment from the start

• support parents reading at home

Reading Planet consists of four levels.

Lift-off 

Ensure children are given a solid base from which 

to begin their reading journey with Reading Planet 

Lift-off . This unique combination of wordless 

books and speech rhythm activities helps children 

become reading-ready and prepares them for 

phonics and word reading.

Lift-off  contains:

•  12 paired wordless books

•  Audio narratives, songs, 

rhymes and chants

• 1 Teacher’s Guide

•  6 colourful posters to 

introduce each focus or 

speech rhythm activity

Galaxy

Widen vocabulary, broaden knowledge and nurture 

reading for pleasure with Reading Planet Galaxy. 

This wide range of fi ction, non-fi ction, poetry and 

plays ensures children have access to a variety of 

diff erent genres and text types at the appropriate 

level.

Galaxy contains:

• 72 reading books

• 3 Teacher’s Guides

•  Audio narratives for each 

book

Scan this QR code to access a full list of these titles.

Comet Street Kids

Join the Comet Street Kids on their action-packed 

adventures, ranging from the familiar to the 

fantastical. These expertly levelled reading books, 

with fresh, modern characters and storylines, will 

captivate children and breathe new life into early 

reading for teachers and parents.

Comet Street Kids 

contains:

• 72 reading books

• 3 Teacher’s Guides

•  Audio narratives for each 

book

Rocket Phonics

Help children practise and apply their word-

reading knowledge and skills with Reading Planet 

Rocket Phonics. These content-rich phonics 

reading books are perfect for young readers to 

consolidate their learning and begin to develop 

their comprehension skills.

Rocket Phonics contains:

•  48 fully decodable 

reading books

• 2 Teacher’s Guides

•  Audio narratives for each 

book
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Macmillan English Explorers
An eight-level reading scheme, complimented by a four-level 

phonics scheme.

Macmillan English Explorers is developed for use in Grade R–

Grade 6. These books expose children to real language and develop 

their reading and vocabulary skills.

Macmillan Explorers Phonics complements the fi rst four levels of 

Explorers by teaching children to sound out words and blend sounds 

to read and spell them accurately. 

All the readers have a story which has been written using high-

frequency words, plus story-specifi c words which, as far as possible, 

are clarifi ed by full-colour illustrations. 

Free downloadable teacher notes are available for each level of the 

series and comprehension material has also been developed for each 

story to further enhance language learning.

Features

•  The rich variety of text types, including non-fi ction texts, means any child can enjoy reading, wherever 

their interests lie

•  Comprehension and Vocabulary Workbooks practise and develop a range of reading skills

•  ‘Comprehension Extra’ activities in the Teacher’s Book encourage students to consider aspects of the text 

such as characterisation, style and plot

•  Phonics Workbooks support systematic teaching of phonics

•  Word recognition skills are reinforced by the Workbooks and wordcards on the Teacher’s CD-ROM 

(included in the Teacher’s Book Pack)

•  The Teacher’s Book Pack supports structured whole-class teaching with page-by-page lesson notes

•  Cross-curricular content at higher levels means children can make links to other school subjects

• The stories promote social values such as friendship and respect

• Teacher Training DVD available on request

FREE TEACHER 
RESOURCES 
ONLINE
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Here we go!

Book of Stories, Rhymes and Songs

•  The Here we go! Book of Stories, Rhymes and Songs is a 

collection of over 120 well-known and original stories, rhymes 

and songs, contained in a single volume.

•  This book can be used and enjoyed from the Early Childhood 

Development Phase to Foundation Phase.

•  The stories, rhymes and songs use characters that the learners 

can relate to, to teach life lessons such as the value of teamwork, 

and the importance of hygiene, having good manners and 

respecting one’s elders, in a fun and creative way.

•  This collection enables teachers to implement the vitally 

important practice of reading a variety of texts to young learners 

every day.

•  The variety of texts in the Here we go! Book of Stories, Rhymes 

and Songs allows for diff erent learning opportunities:

 –  The stories give learners the opportunity to appreciate and 

become familiar with characters, storylines, suspense and the 

structure (beginning–middle–end) of a story. 

 –  The wide variety of songs and action rhymes promotes the development of the young learner’s listening 

skills and gross-motor coordination.

 –  On each page, there is a note to the teacher, with suggestions on how to use the story, rhyme or song 

in the most eff ective way.

Title ISBN Language

Here we go! Book of Stories, Rhymes and Songs 9781431055272 English

The Gruff alo
‘A mouse took a stroll through the 

  deep dark wood. 

A fox saw the mouse and the mouse 

  looked good.’

But the fox is the least of the quick-

witted mouse’s problems. He’s about 

to come face to face with an owl, a 

snake and … Oh help! Oh no! 

A Gruff alo!

The Gruff alo is available in English, 

isiXhosa, isiZulu, Sesotho and Setswana.

Title ISBN Language

The Gruff alo 9781509804757 English

iGruff alo 9781920629595 isiXhosa

iGruff alo 9781920629571 isiZulu

Gruff alo 9781920629601 Sesotho

Ke nna Gruff alo 9781920629618 Setswana

CAPS 
ALIGNED
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Title ISBN Language

Long Walk to Freedom 9781447275541 English

Lang Pad na Vryheid 9781920271121 Afrikaans

Ikhambo Elide Eliya Ekululekweni 9781920271190 isiNdebele

Indlela Ende Eya Enkululekweni 9781920271145 isiXhosa

Indlela Ende Eya Empumelelweni 9781920271138 isiZulu

Leeto le Letelele go ya Tokologong 9781920271169 Sepedi

Leeto le Leletelele le Isang Tokolohong 9781920271152 Sesotho

Mosepele o Moleete go ya Kgololesegong 9781920271176 Setswana

Lwendo Lulapfu lwa Mbofholowo 9781920271183 Tshivenda

Long Walk to Freedom

An illustrated children’s edition of the Nelson Mandela story

‘I greet you all in the name of peace, democracy and freedom for all!’

Nelson Mandela is a true hero of our times, loved and admired across the globe for his dedication to the 

struggle against apartheid in South Africa, and for justice and peace throughout the world. This book tells the 

story of his life, from his carefree days as an ordinary village boy, to his unfl inching leadership of the ANC, 

and through the long years in prison to his eventual freedom and extraordinary elevation to President of 

South Africa.

An important book bringing an inspirational man to life for a younger generation.
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Bumping Buff alo

Bumping Buff alo liked to bump. He had great big horns 

with a huge pad in the middle, just right for bumping 

the other animals. This is the story of how Buff alo went 

looking for trouble and found it!

ISBN Language

9780340989364 English

Handsome Hog

On the Great Grassy African Plain, Handsome Hog had 

a beautiful smooth coat and an extremely elegant tail. 

This is the story of how Handsome Hog lost his looks 

and became known as Warthog to the other animals.

ISBN Language

9780340970355 English

Sleepy Cheetah

This is the story of how Cheetah got her distinctive 

spots, and discovered that she could run as fast as the 

wind.

Long ago, Cheetah was sandy-coloured and lay 

snoozing all day on the Great African Plain. There was 

no need to run to hunt because animals simply tripped 

over her. But one day there is a fi re on the plain, and all 

the other animals are fl eeing. Will Cheetah discover her 

speed in time?

An African tale with a traditional feel, celebrating the 

speed and grace of the Cheetah.

ISBN Language

9781444926200 English
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Spelling Rules
The Spelling Rules programme teaches learners strategies 

that move spelling from working memory into long-term 

memory – making spelling stick.

Focuses on

• Kinaesthetics – the physical feeling when saying sounds

• Phonologics – the sound of spelling

• Visualisation – the look and patterns of spelling

• Morphemics – the meaning of words or parts of words

• Etymologics – the history of words

Grammar Rules
The Grammar Rules series covers grammatical structures 

for particular text types, purposes and audiences. Your 

students will learn about grammar from the contextual 

level of the whole text down to the sentence and word 

level. They’ll also learn how to use grammatical knowledge 

when responding to texts and when constructing their 

own texts.

•  Two Teacher Resource Books available for each series. 

 These resource books:

 –  contain practical background information about 

language development

 – utilise teaching tips for each unit

 – have extra words lists

 –  suggest guidelines for assessing spelling and grammar 

and diagnosing spelling and grammatical errors

 –  contain support for struggling learners and extended 

learning

•  These series are engaging and fun to use

•  Teachers are attracted to the simple layout and obvious 

progression

•  Supplements the curriculum

Title Grade ISBN

Spelling Rules! A 1 9781458661029

Spelling Rules! B 2 9781458661036

Spelling Rules! C 3 9781458661043

Spelling Rules! D 4 9781458661050

Spelling Rules! E 5 9781458661067

Spelling Rules! F 6 9781458661074

Spelling Rules! G 7 9781458661081

Title Grade ISBN

Grammar Rules! B 2 9781458661098

Grammar Rules! C 3 9781458661104

Grammar Rules! D 4 9781458661111

Grammar Rules! E 5 9781458661128

Grammar Rules! F 6 9781458661135

Grammar Rules! G 7 9781458661142
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Macmillan Picture Dictionary
The ideal fi rst dictionary for children aged 6–12. With its 

colourful illustrations, it is perfect for reinforcing the 

language learnt in any primary school course. It also 

includes word games and puzzles to practise vocabulary.

The dictionary includes:

• 550 colourfully illustrated headwords

•  24-page section of thematic pictures

•  Word games and puzzles

•  A fully illustrated Skills Book providing additional games 

and activities.

Chambers-Macmillan South African 

Illustrated Dictionary: Foundation Phase
This is the fi rst dictionary in a series of English school 

dictionaries developed specifi cally for learners in South 

Africa. It is intended for all learners in the fi rst few years of 

primary school, with special attention paid to the needs 

of English First Additional Language speakers.

The dictionary includes:

•  2 000 headwords covering the essential vocabulary 

that learners need

•  Over 2 000 example sentences that show how words 

are used

•  Plurals of nouns and parts of verbs, which are shown in 

full

•  A reference section on English grammar for teachers.

Title ISBN Language

Macmillan Picture Dictionary 9780333647912 English

Title ISBN Language

Chambers-Macmillan South African 
Illustrated Dictionary: Foundation Phase

9780797805453 English
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English Writing Prompt Box
Macmillan’s English Writing Prompt Box is the perfect 

addition to your writing classroom! These resources 

are specifi cally designed to challenge, encourage and 

motivate learners to not only write, but write eff ectively. 

They can be used as a tool for independent writing, or 

as the basis for whole-class teaching.

There are 125 stimulating cards in each box, along with 

a CD packed with useful teaching and assessment 

resources. The cards cover all text types, plus ‘Helping 

Hand’ cards provide writing tips and tools. 

The cards are organised into 

four tabbed sections:

• Imaginative

• Informative

• Persuasive

• Helping Hand

The CDs contain features such as:

• Interactive whiteboard-friendly PDFs of all cards

•  Fillable PDF card template to make your 

own prompts

•  Teaching guide with 

assessment guidelines

• Fillable PDF marking guide

•  Interactive whiteboard-

friendly and printable posters 

• Fillable and printable scaff olds

• Student record sheet

• Index of text types and writing focus.

Title Grade ISBN

Writing Prompt Box Year 2 2 9781458641106

Writing Prompt Box Year 3 3 9781458641113

Writing Prompt Box Year 4 4 9781458641120

Writing Prompt Box Year 5 5 9781458641137

Writing Prompt Box Year 6 6 9781458641144
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Making Resources for the 

Foundation Phase: Language

Let your child learn through play

A step-by-step guide for teachers, parents and caregivers showing how to make low-

cost resources and how to use these resources in various learning situations.

A list of all the 

materials you 

will need to 

make each 

resource

The activities in this book are 

linked to The South African 

National Curriculum Framework 

for Children from Birth to Four 

Years (NCF) and the Curriculum 

and Assessment Policy 

Statements (CAPS) in terms of 

the skills covered.

There are a 

number of 

suggested 

activities 

illustrating how 

the resources 

can be put to 

good use.

The ‘Skills’ section lists 

the various skills to be 

practised during the 

given activities. The 

importance or benefi ts 

of practising these 

skills are also often 

discussed.

Step-by-step 

instructions on 

how to make 

each resource

There are 

occasional ‘Tips’ 

throughout the 

book. These 

give practical 

suggestions 

related to the 

resources or 

activities.

The ‘Did you 

know?’ section 

presents 

important and 

interesting facts 

about various 

activities or skills 

included in the 

book.

The ‘Go Green!’ box provides 

information about environmental 

awareness and gives suggestions 

on how to be proactive in terms 

of conservation. These sections 

recommend simple actions that 

even children can follow to care 

for our world.

Materials

Links to the curriculum

Activities

     Skills

Instructions

Tip

     Did you 
know?

     Go Green!G  

 D
k

   

S  

Features of book

Title ISBN Language

Making Resources for the Foundation Phase: Language 9781431057801 English

CAPS
ALIGNED
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Making Resources for the 

Foundation Phase: Maths

Let your child learn through play

A step-by-step guide for teachers, parents and caregivers showing how to make low-

cost resources and how to use these resources in various learning situations.

A list of all the 

materials you 

will need to 

make each 

resource

The activities in this book are 

linked to The South African 

National Curriculum Framework 

for Children from Birth to Four 

Years (NCF) and the Curriculum 

and Assessment Policy 

Statements (CAPS) in terms of 

the skills covered.

There are a 

number of 

suggested 

activities 

illustrating how 

the resources 

can be put to 

good use.

The ‘Skills’ section lists 

the various skills to be 

practised during the 

given activities. The 

importance or benefi ts 

of practising these 

skills are also often 

discussed.

Step-by-step 

instructions on 

how to make 

each resource

There are 

occasional ‘Tips’ 

throughout the 

book. These 

give practical 

suggestions 

related to the 

resources or 

activities.

The ‘Did you 

know?’ section 

presents 

important and 

interesting facts 

about various 

activities or skills 

included in the 

book.

The ‘Go Green!’ box provides 

information about environmental 

awareness and gives suggestions 

on how to be proactive in terms 

of conservation. These sections 

recommend simple actions that 

even children can follow to care 

for our world.

Materials

Links to the curriculum

Activities

     Skills

Instructions

Tip

     Did you 
know?

     Go Green!G  

D
k

     

S   

Features of book

Title ISBN Language

Making Resources for the Foundation Phase: Maths 9781431057825 English

CAPS
ALIGNED
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Maths Problem Solving Box

A whole-school strategic problem solving programme out of the box!

The Macmillan Maths Problem Solving Box series is a problem solving programme designed to develop and 

strengthen students’ problem solving strategies across Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, 

and Statistics and Probability.

Problem solving cards are carefully structured and feature challenging extension activities. All answers are 

included, along with a CD packed with useful teaching and assessment resources.

Max Maths Primary
For more information on Max Maths Primary see page 46 of this catalogue.

Title Grade ISBN

Maths Problem Solving Box 1 1 9781420293937

Maths Problem Solving Box 2 2 9781420293944

Maths Problem Solving Box 3 3 9781420293951

Maths Problem Solving Box 4 4 9781420293968

Maths Problem Solving Box 5 5 9781420293975

Maths Problem Solving Box 6 6 9781420293982

Bonus CD contains:

• Interactive whiteboard-friendly PDFs of all cards

•  Fillable PDF card templates to make your own 

cards

• Teaching notes

• Assessment guidelines and rubric

•  Interactive whiteboard-friendly and printable posters of the 

9 problem solving strategies

•  Printable summary of all 9 strategies on one sheet

• Printable student record sheets

• Index to curriculum focuses
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Maths Gaps

Foundation Phase Intervention Programme

(Available in English and Siswati)

When there’s an area of Mathematics that’s diffi  cult to understand, it’s wonderful to have a helping hand 

to make things easier. The Maths Gaps series off ers just that kind of help! The eight Maths Gaps books for 

Foundation Phase will help learners to overcome problem areas so that these don’t continue into later years.

Each Maths Gaps book covers Grades 1, 2 and 3, and works through all the basics that 

learners will need. Each book:

  addresses specifi c gaps in focused sections

  briefl y describes to the teacher, tutor or parent how to approach the learning 

under each heading, and what to focus on

  provides an example of how to do a particular section of work

  provides lots of practice activities per section

  off ers assessments to use at the end of each grade, and provides a fi nal end-of-phase assessment to 

make sure that learners have grasped the previously tricky learning area and addressed the Maths Gap!

The series was written and reviewed by Foundation Phase experts and is compliant with the CAPS curriculum. 

The Maths Gaps series is a useful practice and intervention tool that can be used in the classroom and at home.

Mathematics can improve, with these fun, easy-to-use books.

CAPS 
ALIGNED

Title ISBN

English

Maths Gaps Foundation Phase English Pack 9781431061174

Understanding numbers and place value 9781431054886

Addition and subtraction 9781431054893

Grouping and sharing 9781431054909

Fractions 9781431054916

Patterns 9781431054923

Measurement 9781431060023

Time 9781431060030

Solving problems 9781431060047

Title ISBN

Siswati

Maths Gaps Foundation Phase Siswati Pack 9781431061259

Kuvisisa tinombolo nebungako betinombolo 9781431057122

Kuhlanganisa nekukhipha 9781431057139

Kwakha tincumbi nekwabelana 9781431057146

Tincetu 9781431057153

Emaphethini 9781431057160

Kulinganisa 9781431060368

Sikhatsi 9781431060375

Kusombulula tinkinga 9781431060382
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Making Resources for the 

Foundation Phase: Life Skills

Let your child learn through play

A step-by-step guide for teachers, parents and caregivers showing how to make low-

cost resources and how to use these resources in various learning situations.

A list of all the 

materials you 

will need to 

make each 

resource

The activities in this book are 

linked to The South African 

National Curriculum Framework 

for Children from Birth to Four 

Years (NCF) and the Curriculum 

and Assessment Policy 

Statements (CAPS) in terms of 

the skills covered.

There are a 

number of 

suggested 

activities 

illustrating how 

the resources 

can be put to 

good use.

The ‘Skills’ section lists 

the various skills to be 

practised during the 

given activities. The 

importance or benefi ts 

of practising these 

skills are also often 

discussed.

Step-by-step 

instructions on 

how to make 

each resource

There are 

occasional ‘Tips’ 

throughout the 

book. These 

give practical 

suggestions 

related to the 

resources or 

activities.

The ‘Did you 

know?’ section 

presents 

important and 

interesting facts 

about various 

activities or skills 

included in the 

book.

The ‘Go Green!’ box provides 

information about environmental 

awareness and gives suggestions 

on how to be proactive in terms 

of conservation. These sections 

recommend simple actions that 

even children can follow to care 

for our world.

Materials

Links to the curriculum

Activities

     Skills

Instructions

Tip

     Did you 
know?

     Go Green!G  

 D
k

   

S  

Features of book

Title ISBN Language

Making Resources for the Foundation Phase: Life Skills 9781431057818 English

CAPS
ALIGNED
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Title ISBN Language

Step into Science For Foundation Phase 9781431055265 English

Step into Science 

For Foundation Phase

Step into Science is Macmillan’s new series of science activity books. The books in this 

series include a range of fun activities, each based on a scientifi c or technological 

principle. You don’t need to be a science teacher to use this book – the activities are presented in a clear, 

easy-to-use way, listing the resources needed and the steps to follow for each activity.

These features have been carefully designed to help teachers bring scientifi c learning into the classroom.

CAPS 
ALIGNED

The activities 

link to the South 

African CAPS 

topics for Life 

Skills. They help 

the learners to 

see that scientifi c 

or technological 

principles can be 

seen in all aspects 

of everyday life.

The activities list the integrated 

developmental skills that learners will 

practise through the activity.

The full-colour 

artwork and 

photos make it 

easy to understand 

how to set up 

each activity.

The book includes several observation sheets that 

teachers may copy and adapt for their own classes.

Additional notes 

explain some 

scientifi c principles, 

where necessary.

Each activity 

includes a ‘Science 

sum up’, which 

explains the 

objective of the 

activity.

The resources 

listed are generally 

common 

household objects, 

and are easy and 

inexpensive to 

source.

Links to the 
curriculum

Integrated development skills

Artwork

Observation sheets

Notes

Science sum up

Resources
Features of book

Max Science Primary
For more information on Max Science Primary see page 51 of this catalogue.
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The book is designed 

around the skills 

that are required by 

the Life Skills CAPS 

document:

• Locomotor skills

• Rhythm

• Balance

• Laterality

•  Perceptual motor 

skills

• Coordination

•  Spacial orientation 

skills

•  Non-locomotor 

movements.

CAPS Aligned

As Physical 

Education is a 

CAPS requirement, 

teachers need to 

assess how learners 

are progressing. 

Sample rubrics are 

provided for teachers 

to use, as well as 

guidelines to create 

their own rubrics to 

assess the learners’ 

abilities.

Rubrics

With a sample weekly 

planner, teachers can 

see at a glance what 

will be covered in 

that week.

Weekly Planner

Warming up and 

cooling down 

are important to 

prevent injury. This 

section describes 

the importance of 

these activities, and 

gives suggested 

programmes for 

both.

All learners need 

to take part in 

Physical Education, 

but teachers may 

fi nd it hard to adapt 

activities for learners 

with disabilities. This 

section gives them 

practical ideas on 

how to do so.

Adaptations for 
Learners with 
Disabilities

A useful table in 

the Introduction 

summarises most 

of the equipment 

that a PE teacher 

will need. It also 

gives alternatives to 

each item – these 

alternatives are 

inexpensive and can 

often be made from 

commonly available 

objects.

Handling balls 

requires many of the 

physical literacy skills 

to be combined. This 

section describes 

the skills, and gives 

examples of how the 

practice can be made 

more challenging.

Ball Handling Skills 
and Games

The CAPS document 

for Life Skills 

mentions a number 

of sports and games 

that teachers should 

facilitate during the 

year. This section of 

the book gives details 

on the objectives, 

rules and resources 

needed to play these 

sports and games.

Sports and Games

Resources Warm-up and Cool-
down Exercises

Features of book

Teaching Physical Education 

in the Foundation Phase
A step-by-step guide for Foundation Phase teachers to teach the Physical Education 

component of Life Skills.

Title ISBN Language

Teaching Physical Education in the Foundation Phase 9781431058655 English

CAPS 
ALIGNED
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Foundation Phase Poster Pack
30 × full-colour A1 posters linked to Foundation Phase CAPS Life Skills topics

Alphabet Frieze
Full-colour A4 alphabet cards.

Reading Window
The Reading Window is an essential tool to make reading 

focused and fun for learners. Children use it as a guide to read 

line by line, even word by word. It helps them to focus on the 

task of reading and to fi nd specifi c words, phrases, punctuation 

and sentences. A must-have for every Foundation Phase 

classroom.

Title ISBN/Code

Foundation Phase Poster Pack 9781431052769

Alphabet Frieze 9781431052776

Reading Window 9781431057306

CAPS 
ALIGNED
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Know Your World 

Education Pack
Teach your child to know all about the world with this fun education 

pack for children, which includes a pack of Africa playing cards with 

facts and fi gures of African countries, a fun blow-up infl atable globe 

and a 63-piece colourful Africa junior jigsaw puzzle.

Africa Junior 

Jigsaw Puzzle
The Africa junior jigsaw puzzle is an educational 

puzzle consisting of 63 pieces and is perfect for 

the 5–7 year age group. It is a bright, colourful 

child-friendly puzzle map of Africa highlighting 

country names, country borders and ocean names. 

Great fun and a learning tool for children.

World Junior 

Jigsaw Puzzle
The World Junior Jigsaw Educational Puzzle 

consists of 63 pieces and is perfect for the 6–8 

year age group. This bright and colourful child-

friendly puzzle map of the World depicts continent 

names, country borders and ocean names.

Title ISBN

Africa Junior Jigsaw Puzzle 9781770269088

Title ISBN

World Junior Jigsaw Puzzle 9781770269095

Title ISBN

Know Your World Education Pack 9781770267213
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Readers are Leaders
The Readers are Leaders graded reading scheme for the Intermediate Phase enables teachers to help 

learners on their way to becoming independent readers. This reading scheme emphasises the importance 

of a balanced approach to teaching language – as well as the value of understanding the role of stories in 

learners’ oral and narrative skills development. The scheme includes 12 readers per grade for Grades 4–6.

Readers are available in English Home Language and English First Additional Language.

Title ISBN

Readers are Leaders (English – Home 
Language)

Grade 4

A perfect pair 9780797821729

Ntombi’s song 9780797821705

Elizabeth’s aunt 9780797821736

A bright future 9780797821767

The birds choose a king 9780797821750

The superteam 9780797821743

The money box 9780797821811

Zanele fi nds a way 9780797821804

Saving the sun 9780797821774

The king of stones 9780797821798

Zolani makes a diff erence 9780797821781

Patricia the gardener 9780797821712

Grade 5

Wood for the fi re 9780797821958

The girl with no phone 9780797821897

The sly green lizard 9780797821941

Simon goes to the ballet 9780797821927

Jeff rey’s good idea 9780797821910

How things work 9780797821934

Kabello learns his rights 9780797821903

Girl’s gold 9780797821873

Let’s make a gift 9780797821989

Keo’s secret 9780797821965

Five technologies that 
changed the world

9780797821972

The trouble with Toddy 9780797821880

Title ISBN

Grade 6

Steve gets it right 9780797822023

A great big hug 9780797822016

Moses and the monkey 9780797821996

Blue dragonfl ies 9780797822030

Terrible lizards 9780797822054

Canvas city 9780797822047

Orville and Wilbur 9780797822061

A nosy neighbour 9780797822108

The secret of 
Mapungubwe

9780797822078

That’s how they did it! 9780797822085

Three days in the bush 9780797822009

A healthy you! 9780797822092

Readers are Leaders (English – First 
Additional Language)

Grade 4

A perfect pair 9781431011339

Ntombi’s song 9781431011346

Elizabeth’s aunt 9781431011353

A bright future 9781431011360

The birds choose a king 9781431011377

The superteam 9781431011384

The money box 9781431011391

Zanele fi nds a way 9781431011407

Saving the sun 9781431011414

The king of stones 9781431011421 

Zolani makes a diff erence 9781431011438

Patricia the gardener 9781431011445 

CAPS 
APPROVED

Title ISBN

Grade 5

Wood for the fi re 9781431011452

The girl with no phone 9781431011469 

The sly green lizard 9781431011476 

Simon goes to the ballet 9781431011483 

Jeff rey’s good idea 9781431011490 

How things work 9781431011506 

Kabello learns his rights 9781431011513 

Girl’s gold 9781431011520

Let’s make a gift 9781431011537 

Keo’s secret 9781431011544 

Five technologies that 
changed the world

9781431011551 

The trouble with Toddy 9781431011568 

Grade 6

Steve gets it right 9781431011575 

A great big hug 9781431011582 

Moses and the monkey 9781431011599 

Blue dragonfl ies 9781431011605 

Terrible lizards 9781431011612 

Canvas city 9781431011629 

Orville and Wilbur 9781431011636 

A nosy neighbour 9781431011643 

The secret of 
Mapungubwe

9781431011650 

That’s how they did it! 9781431011667 

Three days in the bush 9781431011674 

A healthy you! 9781431011681 
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Reading Worlds
Reading Worlds is a reading series for primary schools which 

encourages children to take an active interest in reading for pleasure 

and for information. There are exciting activities at the back of each 

book.

The main aim of Reading Worlds is to help children develop into 

confi dent, independent readers by the time they leave primary school. 

Then, as they begin high school, they will be able to study eff ectively 

and learn independently – and they will also learn to enjoy reading.

Reading Worlds includes both fi ction and non-fi ction books. There 

are three diff erent types of books: Everyday World, Discovery World 

and Imaginary World.

•  Everyday World – contains contemporary, fun and lively stories 

based on familiar situations and contexts.

•  Discovery World – has a diverse collection of fact-based stories 

drawn from historical, geographical, scientifi c, sporting and cultural 

sources.

•  Imaginary World – are imaginative modern and traditional African or 

folktale stories with universal appeal and relevance.

Title ISBN

Reading Worlds (English – First Additional Language)

Grade 4

Abiyoyo 9780333934227

The baobab tree 9781405022514

The birthday party 9780333955680

Grandpa’s story 9780333991206

Granny in the news 9780333955628

Leo fi ghts back 9781405013024

Liziwe and Lizard 9780333955635

The story of Mary Seacole 9780333955307

Mimi changes her mind 9780333934210

The night ape 9780333990988

Oil on the beach 9780333974162

One stormy night 9780333955567

What goes around 9781405028233

Why Cock crows 9780333974117

Azmina and the durian 9780333990971

The tree spirit 9780333955437

Watch out! 9781405026574

Habil’s tree 9780333955611

Grade 5

Stories from East and West 9781405007719

Catching crooks 9780333955659

The football fan 9780333991053

Ike’s plant 9780333991022

I’m coming to get you! 9780333955529

A jar of honey 9781405013017

Kudu 9780333953273

Mtikazi’s mistake 9780333955604

The night sky 9780333974100

Title ISBN

The torn net 9780333974254

Wire is wonderful 9780333934241

The great writer 9781405026536

The Kuomboka ceremony 9780333974179

Radio rescue 9780333974247

A ring in the sand 9780333991473

The secret town 9780333955901

Tonde 9781405028240

Beka and the mouse 9781405013109

Grade 6

Okori’s carvings 9780333991077

The bundle of fi rewood 9780333974261

Kofi ’s special sticks 9780333991213

Lineo 9781405013031

The magic cow 9781405028578

Right or wrong 9780333974186

Sarah Margru Kinson 9781405013000

The storyteller 9780333955475

Takataka’s father 9780333955666

Toma’s land 9780333991183

Voyage of hope 9780333991114

Lost in the forest 9780333955352

Giant Majuto 9780333955574

Music man 9780333974278

Fantastic fi sh 9781405026529

Manute Bol 9781405012980

My pen-friend 9780333991138

Sailors from the East 9781405028868

Ighewi’s return 9781405022521

CAPS 
APPROVED
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Literacy Network
Literacy Network contains a wide variety of non-fi ction stories. 

The exciting design and photos from real events will capture 

the interest of Intermediate Phase learners. The diff erent text 

types/literacy genres off er opportunities for cross-curricular 

learning. The comprehension questions and extension activities 

at the back of the book provide teachers with tools to assess 

development and integrate reading into the wider curriculum.

Literacy Network is built on an explicit teaching framework. 

The teaching/learning approach provides:

•  focused guided reading instruction

• independent reading opportunities 

• explicit writing experience 

•  opportunities for students to critically analyse what they read.

CAPS 
APPROVED

Title ISBN

Literacy Network (English – Home Language)

Grade 4

Creating a Monster 9781420275551

The Creature from the Bottom of the Sea 9781420275544

Recordbreaking Dinosaurs 9781420275537

Bonkus Brown 9781420275575

Inventions That Help Us at Home 9781420275568

Robots at Work and Play 9781420275582

Dad’s New Job 9781420290554

The Dumbo Octopus and the Vampire Squid 9781420290547

La Tomatina 9781420290530

Apollo 13 9781420290561

Flying Free 9781420290578

The Greatest Escape 9781420290585

Grade 5

Extreme Jobs: Divers 9781420275612

Life at Sea 9781420275605

Shipwrecks 9781420275599

The Animal Rescue League 9781420275643

Rescues at Sea 9781420275629

Title ISBN

Technology to the Rescue 9781420275636

The History of the Marathon 9781420290592

Vert Skating 9781420290608

Kurt Fernley Takes on the Challenge 9781420290615

Fire 9781420290622

Journey of the Ducks 9781420290646

Tutankhamen 9781420290639

Grade 6

Our Body: Circulatory System 9781420275681

A Debatable Issue 9781420275698

Good for You, Bad for You 9781420275704

Extreme Jobs: Astronauts 9781420275674

Space Orphans 9781420275667

The Moon 9781420275650

Natural Disasters around the World 9781420290653

Tales of Disaster 9781420290660

Tsunami 9781420290677

Classic Spy Techniques 9781420290684

Famous Female Spies 9781420290707

K-9 Spies 9781420290691
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Born a Crime
Edition for young readers

By Trevor Noah

Adapted for younger readers from Born a Crime: 

And Other Stories – the #1 South African and New 

York Times bestseller

Trevor Noah grew up in South Africa with a black 

South African mother and a white Swiss father at a 

time when it was against the law for a mixed-race 

child to exist. But Trevor did exist.

In Born a Crime, Trevor shares what his life was 

like growing up. The stories he tells in this book 

will make you laugh, cry and fi ll you with wonder 

and inspiration as you learn how this mischievous 

young boy used his quick wits and humour to get 

through his day-to-day life. Against all odds and with 

his mother’s unfailing love and belief in him, Trevor 

overcame many obstacles to create a promising 

future for himself.

ISBN 9781770106598

Page Extent 234 pages

Themes Racism, politics, family, abuse, resilience, grit

The Cricket in Times Square
By George Selden

The Cricket in Times Square is a 1961 Newbery Honour Book.

ISBN 9780312380038

Page Extent 144 pages

Themes Poverty, perseverance, resilience, friendship

The Elephant Whisperer
(Young Readers Adaptation)

By Lawrence Anthony

A charming, moving account of one man’s race to save a herd of elephants.

ISBN 9781250197023

Page Extent 256 pages

Themes Conservation, friendship, bravery, determination
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The Fastest Boy in the World
By Elizabeth Laird

Shortlisted for the CILIP Carnegie Medal, The Fastest Boy in the World by Elizabeth 

Laird is the inspiring story of a small Ethiopian runner with a very big heart.

ISBN 9781447267171

Page Extent 176 pages

Themes Resilience, self belief, family, perseverance, bravery

The Garbage King
By Elizabeth Laird

A gritty, deeply moving story that shows how the human spirit can triumph in the 

harshest of worlds.

ISBN 9781509802951

Page Extent 336 pages

Themes Poverty, resilience, self belief, perseverance, bravery

A Horse Called Hero
By Sam Angus

War took his hope; a horse gave him courage.

ISBN 9781447235774

Page Extent 288 pages

Themes Courage, friendship through diffi  cult circumstances, bravery, hope

The White Giraff e
By Lauren St John

The fi rst of Lauren St John’s heart-warming White Giraff e series, featuring the 

adventures of a young orphan girl and a magical white giraff e in exotic Africa.

ISBN 9781842555637

Page Extent 208 pages

Themes Friendship, family, power of imagination, conservation
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Language Gaps
Intermediate Phase

Improve English profi ciency with these fun, easy-to-use books.

When there is an area of English that is diffi  cult to understand and that learners struggle with, it is wonderful 

to have a helping hand to make things easier. The Language Gaps series off ers just that kind of help!

The fi ve Language Gaps books cover some of the core skills that Intermediate Phase learners need as the 

building blocks of their language journey in English Home Language or English First Additional Language.

Language teaching in the classroom happens in an integrated way. The Language Gaps books were 

developed to give learners the chance to practice one skill at a time to help learners to overcome problem 

areas so that these don’t continue into later years.

Each Language Gaps book covers Grades 4, 5 and 6 and works through all the basics that learners will need.

Title ISBN Language

Language Gaps Pack (all 5 titles) 9781431060856 English

Language Gaps – Reading with comprehension 9781431059782 English

Language Gaps – Concord, grammar and tenses 9781431059768 English

Language Gaps – Literature 9781431059799 English

Language Gaps – Working with words 9781431059775 English

Language Gaps – Writing 9781431059805 English

CAPS
ALIGNED
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Chambers-Macmillan South African 

Illustrated Dictionary: Intermediate Phase
This dictionary is intended for all learners in the Intermediate Phase, with special attention paid to the needs 

of those learners for whom English is both a second language and the language of learning.

The dictionary includes:

•  9 000 headwords covering the essential cross-curricular 

vocabulary that Intermediate Phase learners need to know

•  Clear and simple defi nitions

•  Plurals of nouns and parts of verbs, which are shown in full

•  Over 600 helpful illustrations

•  A reference section on English grammar for teachers.

Title ISBN Language

Chambers-Macmillan South African Illustrated 
Dictionary: Intermediate Phase

9780797805484 English

Macmillan Primary Dictionary
The Macmillan Primary Dictionary is designed especially for young learners of English. It is ideal for 

introducing young children to books at a very early stage in their education.

The dictionary includes:

•  Over 500 high frequency words

•  Full-colour illustrations throughout

•  25 pages of thematic illustrations for learning words in context

•  Notes and suggestions for teachers and parents

•  A full word list.

The accompanying Picture Dictionary Skills Book off ers further 

opportunity to practise dictionary skills and have fun with words.

Title ISBN Language

Macmillan Primary Dictionary 9780230715462 English
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Spelling Rules
For more information on Spelling Rules see page 23 of this catalogue.

Grammar Rules
For more information on Grammar Rules see page 23 of this catalogue.

English Writing Prompt Box
For more information on the English Writing Prompt Box see page 25 of this 

catalogue.

Macmillan School Dictionary
– A two-colour dictionary for Intermediate and Senior Phase learners

The dictionary includes:

•  Special emphasis on school vocabulary

•  Subject-specifi c words highlighted throughout

•  Information on grammar patterns, collocations, phrases and 

phrasal verbs

•  Helpful reference section containing information on the 

periodic table, irregular verbs, pronunciation, geographical 

names and nationalities, and expressions using numbers

•  Helpful example sentences

•  Hundreds of synonyms and antonyms

•  Special help boxes on word families, synonym sets and 

vocabulary building

•  Clear, simple defi nitions using a restricted defi ning vocabulary

•  Menus for words with fi ve or more meanings for easy 

navigation.

Title ISBN Language

Macmillan School Dictionary 9781405013420 English
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Title ISBN

English

Maths Gaps Intermediate Phase English Pack 9781431061280

Fractions 9781431057863

Multiply and divide 9781431057849

Solving problems 9781431057856

Patterns 9781431060054

2D Shapes and 3D Objects 9781431060061

Maths Gaps

Intermediate Phase Intervention Programme

When there’s an area of mathematics that’s diffi  cult to understand, it’s wonderful to have a 

helping hand to make things easier. The Maths Gaps series off ers just that kind of help! 

The three Maths Gaps books for Intermediate Phase will help learners to overcome problem areas so that 

these don’t continue into later years.

Each Maths Gaps book covers Grades 4, 5 and 6, and works through all the basics that 

learners will need. Each book:

  addresses specifi c gaps in focused sections

  briefl y describes to the teacher, tutor or parent how to approach the learning 

under each heading, and what to focus on

  provides an example of how to do a particular section of work

  provides lots of practice activities per section

  off ers assessments to use at the end of each grade, and provides a fi nal end-of-

phase assessment to make sure that learners have grasped the previously tricky 

learning area and addressed the Maths Gap!

The series was written and reviewed by Intermediate Phase experts and is compliant with the CAPS curriculum. 

The Maths Gaps series is a useful practice and intervention tool that can be used in the classroom and at home.

Mathematics can improve, with these fun, easy-to-use books.

CAPS
ALIGNED
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Mighty Mentals

Mighty Mentals is the only mental mathematics textbook series to purposefully and systematically teach 

mental computation skills. Through a clear scope and sequence, the focus is on developing students’ 

automatic responses.

The four books in the Mighty Mentals series provide a systematic and logical programme featuring:

•  a unit of work focusing on a specifi c concept for each week

•  a tip or strategy for each unit to help students work through the exercises

•  handy maths facts and glossary pages

•  student progress and self-assessment chart

•  pull-out answer section in the middle.

Use alongside any general maths textbook to add a strong mental computation component!

Title Grade ISBN

Mighty Mentals Book A 4 9780732999582

Mighty Mentals Book B 5 9780732999599

Mighty Mentals Book C 6 9780732999605

Mighty Mentals Book D 7 9780732999612

Macmillan Primary Maths Wall Chart

Features

Macmillan’s Maths Wall Chart is an excellent visual aid designed to help teachers to get the most out of their 

learners. Features include:

• 10 charts ring bound together in a pack

• Each chart forms the basis for numerous classroom discussions, activities and projects

• Clear illustrations for each topic

The pack is supported by separate teaching notes. These notes contain:

• Background information about the chart

• The key ideas covered by the images on the chart

•  Questions to ask learners, designed to support and 

facilitate thinking skills

Title ISBN

Macmillan Primary Maths Wall Chart 9780333600764
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Max Maths Primary

A Singapore Approach

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach is a six-level course in mathematics for young 

learners. It off ers a complete solution for schools following the Cambridge Primary maths 

curriculum framework, and has been specifi cally designed to support learners who are learning in International 

and English-medium school settings. In addition to traditional print Learner Books, there are a range of 

supporting materials for digital learning, assessment, parents and a robust teacher-training programme.

Title Year ISBN

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Learner’s Book 1 Year 1 9781380008749

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Learner’s Book 2 Year 2 9781380012647

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Learner’s Book 3 Year 3 9781380012654

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Learner’s Book 4 Year 4 9781380012661

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Learner’s Book 5 Year 5 9781380012678

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Learner’s Book 6 Year 6 9781380012692

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Workbook 1 Year 1 9781380017741

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Workbook 2 Year 2 9781380017789

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Workbook 3 Year 3 9781380017826

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Workbook 4 Year 4 9781380017864

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Workbook 5 Year 5 9781380017901

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Workbook 6 Year 6 9781380017949

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Journal 1 Year 1 9781380024800

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Journal 2 Year 2 9781380024817

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Journal 3 Year 3 9781380024824

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Journal 4 Year 4 9781380024831

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Journal 5 Year 5 9781380024848

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Journal 6 Year 6 9781380024855

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Teacher's Guide 1 Year 1 9781380017758

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Teacher's Guide 2 Year 2 9781380017796

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Teacher's Guide 3 Year 3 9781380017833

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Teacher's Guide 4 Year 4 9781380017871

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Teacher's Guide 5 Year 5 9781380017918

Max Maths Primary – A Singapore Approach Teacher's Guide 6 Year 6 9781380017956
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Maths Problem Solving Box
For more information on the Maths Problem Solving Box see page 28 

of this catalogue.

Learner’s Book sample page

Workbook sample page

Journal sample page

Teacher’s Guide sample page

Counting up to 1Counting up to 1ounting up tooooooo i g ooooCoCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

LetLetLetLetLetLetLetLet’s’s’s’s’s’s’ssLetLetLetLetLetLetLetLetLetLetLetLetLetLetetLetetLeteeLetLettLetLet’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’s’sss

1

  

Also recall that 10 tens make 1 hundred. 

I can show how 10 I h h 10I h h 10I can show how 10 I can show how 10

tens make 1 hundredtens make 1 hundred

using beads.using beads.
.

I can show how 10 

tens make 1 hundred

I can show how 10 I can show how 10 I can show how 10 

tens make 1 hundredtens make 1 hundred

bl kusing blocks.using blocks.

II h hI h hI ca s ow owI can show howI can show how 

10 ones make 1 ten10 ones make 1 ten

using beads.using beads.
I can show how

10 ones make 1 ten

I h hI h hI can show howI can show how 

10 ones make 1 ten10 ones make 1 ten

using blocks.using blocks.

OnesOnesOOOnesOnesOnesOnesTensTensTensTensTensTens

sOnesOnesOnesOnesOnesOnesTensTensTensTensTensHundredsHundredsHundredsHundreds

4

 

using using

Numbers up to 20ppppp 0000000Numbers up to 20Numbers up to 2Numb rs u tooo 2Numb rs u toooooo 2uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbebebbbbbbeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeebbbbbeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeersrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrs rsrrrrrrrrrrrrsssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssrrrrrrrrrrssssssssssssssssssssssssssss uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuupupuuupuppppppuuppupu tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttto oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp
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1 Count the following items.

There are  balls. 

ExampleExampleeeeeeeeeeeeellllplplplplppppppppppppmmmmmmmmmmmmExampleExampleeeeeeeleleplplppppppmmmmmmmmmmmmmmaaaaaaaaaaaxxxxxxxxxxx mmmmaaaaaaxxxxxxEEEEEEEEExEEEEE

(a)

(b)

(c)

There is  football.

There are  basketballs. 

There are  baseballs.

Let’s count 

together.

I need help 

counting the balls.

2

1

72 10 Percentages

Check your maths!

1 Insert the correct percentage and fraction shown in 
these grids. The first one has been done as an example.

a b

2 Complete the following.

a b

c d

 1%

 1
 100

25% 6%

Answers

Answers are provided for all student 

book and workbook questions. 

Suggested Instructional Approach 

These suggested approaches involve whole-class 

interactive discussion that focuses on the key 

mathematical concepts involved in the chapter.

Suggested Class Activities 

Class activities are practical tasks 

that learners are encouraged to 

participate in. The activities are often 

games or a practical application of 

the key mathematical concepts being 

explored within the chapter.

Student book 
and workbook 
references

References to student 

book and workbook pages 

provide easy access to 

the correct pages in each 

document when you are 

planning and teaching. 

TTTTTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeachechechechechechecher’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’s GuGuGuGuGuGuGuideideideideideideide fefefefefefefeatuatuatuatuatuatuaturesresresresresresreseaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeaTeachechechechechechechechechechechechechechechecher’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’sr’s GuGuGuGuGuGuGuGuGuGuGuGuGuGuGuGuideideideideideideideideideideideideideideideide fefefefefefefefefefefefefefefefeatuatuatuatuatuatuatuatuatuatuatuatuatuatuatuaturesresresresresresresresresresresresresresresres
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Adaptive learning for mathematics

Learning from mistakes through real time feedback
More than just ‘right’ or ‘wrong’

bettermarks recognises when learners take the right approach, nudging them onto the correct path.

Systematic identification of mistakes

All user input is analysed for typical calculation mistakes and errors in the approach to problems.

Support

bettermarks reacts to mistakes with targeted customised feedback.

Second attempt

Learners always get a second attempt to apply the feedback directly, reinforcing the learning effect.

Bettermarks at school – here’s how it works

Follow up
Repeat material or 
move on.

Teach
Introduce the topic 
in the lesson as 
you usually would.

Assign
Give bettermarks 
exercises to your 
learners.

Work
The learners 
work through the 
exercises on the 
computer or tablet.

Evaluate
Get the results 
with the click of a 
button.

 Adaptive maths books

 Grades 4–10

  Mapped to the 

curriculum

Supporting the local curricula

 interactive maths books 

  more than 100,000 questions 
with explanations

 help available for every exercise step

  automatic marking and result evaluation

Sign up for bettermarks
Macmillan Education is delighted to introduce 

bettermarks to South Africa. 

For more information:

m digitalsupport@macmillan.co.za
w za.bettermarks.com

DIGITAL
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Solutions for all Primary Atlas
Solutions for all Primary Atlas is the ideal atlas for Grade 4 to 7 learners. It is aligned with the CAPS 

curriculum and refl ects all the recent place name and border changes. It off ers everything one would expect 

from a primary school atlas, as well as:

• Accessible and simple design

• A map skills section

• Activities within the atlas 

•  Full-colour glossy paper throughout

• Modern cartography

•  A glossary of important terms used in the 

atlas and in the CAPS curriculum

•  Maps, full-colour photographs and 

illustrations, simple statistical data, and 

explanations in easy-to-read and learner-

friendly language.

Title ISBN Language

Solutions for all Primary Atlas Grade 4 to 7 9781431032938 English

CAPS
ALIGNED

South Africa Poster in Tube
This wall map shows provinces of South Africa 

colour-coded. It includes the major cities, major 

towns, other towns and settlements, major and 

minor roads with distance markers, toll roads, route 

numbers, railway lines and stations, border posts, 

airports, places of interest, and national parks and 

reserves.

Title ISBN

South Africa Poster in Tube 9781770263741
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Africa Playing Cards
MapStudio playing cards help children to learn about Africa. Each card features an 

African nation with area in miles, area in kilometers, highest point name, population 

fi gures, capital city, other important cities, currency used and main exports.

Maps in a Box
Maps in a Box is an educational box set containing a World Political Wall Map, 

Africa Political Wall Map and a 30cm infl atable globe. This is a great educational 

product!

Title ISBN

Africa Playing Cards 9781770269187

Title ISBN

Maps in a Box 9781770269415

Africa Senior Jigsaw Puzzle
A more advanced senior puzzle suitable for ages 8 years and older. Consisting of 

300 pieces, this educational puzzle depicts the African continent in a bright colourful 

illustrative format with country names, capital cities, country borders, the tropics and 

the equator, as well as ocean names.

World Senior Jigsaw Puzzle
This educational puzzle consists of 300 pieces, is perfect for children aged 9 and older, 

and depicts a detailed map of the world in a bright colourful illustrative format with 

country names, capital cities, country borders, the tropics and the equator, as well as 

ocean names.

Title ISBN

Africa Senior Jigsaw Puzzle 9781770269071

Title ISBN

World Senior Jigsaw Puzzle 9781770269101
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Max Science Primary
Max Science Primary is a highly engaging scheme based 

on the most successful teaching methodologies used in 

world science today. Over 6 stages, Max Science Primary 

introduces students to the key concepts and topics of 

primary biology, chemistry and physics with carefully 

scaff olded resources that build knowledge 

and confi dence throughout the course. 

All the content has been written by a highly 

experienced and knowledgeable author team 

who share a philosophy of learning grounded 

in science education research and best 

practice. As well as following the most 

eff ective approaches for mastering scientifi c 

skills, our titles focus on the 

challenges posed by scientifi c 

language and are carefully 

designed to promote fl uency 

in scientifi c language and 

terminology.

Title ISBN

Max Science Primary Learner’s Book 1 9781380010155

Max Science Primary Learner’s Book 2 9781380021557

Max Science Primary Learner’s Book 3 9781380021595

Max Science Primary Learner’s Book 4 9781380021632

Max Science Primary Learner’s Book 5 9781380021670

Max Science Primary Learner’s Book 6 9781380021717

Max Science Primary Workbook 1 9781380021526

Max Science Primary Workbook 2 9781380021564

Max Science Primary Workbook 3 9781380021601

Max Science Primary Workbook 4 9781380021649

Max Science Primary Workbook 5 9781380021687

Max Science Primary Workbook 6 9781380021724

Title ISBN

Max Science Primary Teacher's Guide 1 9781380021540

Max Science Primary Teacher's Guide 2 9781380021588

Max Science Primary Teacher's Guide 3 9781380021625

Max Science Primary Teacher's Guide 4 9781380021663

Max Science Primary Teacher's Guide 5 9781380021700

Max Science Primary Teacher's Guide 6 9781380021748

Max Science Primary Journal 1 9781380021533

Max Science Primary Journal 2 9781380021571

Max Science Primary Journal 3 9781380021618

Max Science Primary Journal 4 9781380021656

Max Science Primary Journal 5 9781380021694

Max Science Primary Journal 6 9781380021731

Learner’s Book sample page Journal sample page Workbook sample page

25

Reversible and 
irreversible 
changes

2

 how to distinguish between reversible and irreversible changes

 about dissolving and making solutions

 how to separate different mixtures by filtration and/or evaporation

In this unit, I am learning:

change
mixture 

Key w  rds

Can you remember the 
three states of matter?

What happens when an ice lolly changes?

Benita is thinking about what happens to the materials in an ice lolly when it 
changes in some way.

a. Is an ice lolly a pure material or a mixture of materials?

b. Discuss Benita’s ideas in a small group. 

c. Write your opinion in your Workbook. Include your own ideas.

Your teacher will remind you to look back at these ideas at the end of this 
unit to see if they have changed.

1

WB
17

I need more time  
to understand this.

I understand  
a bit.

I understand.

51 Light and dark

Look again at the checklist below. How are you 

doing now? Circle one face for each statement.

• I can name things that  
give off their own light.

• I know some objects  
only pass on light from  
elsewhere.

• I can describe what  
“dark” means.

• I can describe the  
difference between  
bright light, dim light  
and darkness.

Ask an adult at home to read and sign this.

I have checked learning on this topic.

We have shared some understanding at home.

Signed:  

Date:  

Teacher comment:  

 

Date:  

3

4

2 1.1 Living things can sense their surroundings

science language
Practising my

Cup 3 tastes  .
Cup 3 smells  .
What do you think is in cup 3? 

I think it is  .

What is in the bags?

Your teacher will give you three bags with objects inside them. 

Get into groups. Take it in turns to feel the objects in the bag. 

Choose two words from the word box to describe each one. 

hard soft smooth rough grainy

round square heavy light squishy bendy

The objects in bag 1 feel  

 .
The objects in bag 2 feel  

 .
The objects in bag 3 feel  

 .
What do you think is inside each one? Look at the words in 
the box.

marbles dry beans sand wooden blocks feathers

rubber bands string cotton wool foam

I think bag 1 holds  .
I think bag 2 holds  .
I think bag 3 holds  .
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Step into Science

Intermediate Phase Resource Book for Practical Activities

Features of book

The activities link to the 

natural science aspect of the 

Specifi c Aim 1: ‘Doing science 

and technology’ in the CAPS 

for IP Natural Sciences and 

Technology Grades 4–6.

Assessment tools and guidelines 

including rubrics where relevant 

and a marking memorandum to 

assess the worksheet have been 

provided for each practical activity.

This explains the purpose 

and aim of practical 

work, the 6 steps of the 

scientifi c method, as well 

as the process skills which 

should be developed 

through practical work.

Photocopiable 

worksheets for each 

practical activity that the 

learners must complete 

are included.

Where resources as 

listed in the CAPS for IP 

Natural Sciences and 

Technology Grades 4–6 

are not available or where 

equipment is limited, 

improvised resources are 

suggested in the teacher 

support section of each 

worksheet.

There is a list of 

scientifi c terminology 

for each activity which 

encourages learners 

to use the language of 

science.

There are comprehensive 

notes on safety when 

doing practical work.

Science experiments 

can pose dangers and 

safety risks for learners, as 

learners are often working 

with unfamiliar equipment 

and materials.

The teacher support page provides 

information on how each activity links 

to the CAPS content and concepts, as 

well as the required prior knowledge, 

objectives, advance preparation, safety 

precautions and improvised resources.

There are two practical activities per knowledge strand 

per grade.

This gives the teacher a choice of eight well-designed 

practical activities per year that can be used for informal 

(formative) assessment and formal assessment.

Links to the curriculum Assessment tools and guidelines

An introduction to 

practical work Photocopiable 

worksheets

Resources required

List of scientifi c 

terminology

Guidelines to safety in 

the classroom

Teacher support
Practical activities

Title ISBN Language

Step into Science Intermediate Phase Resource Book for Practical Activities 9781431059751 English

CAPS 
ALIGNED
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Solutions for all Natural Sciences 

and Technology Grades 4–6 Resource Kits

Title ISBN Language

Solutions for all Natural Sciences and Technology Grade 4 Resource Kit 9781431027958 English

Solutions for all Natural Sciences and Technology Grade 5 Resource Kit 9781431027965 English

Solutions for all Natural Sciences and Technology Grade 6 Resource Kit 9781431027972 English

How to use the Solutions for all Natural Sciences and Technology Resource Kit

The Resource Kit is a print- and paper-based visual and interactivity resource to enhance natural sciences 

and technology teaching and learning in the classroom. The Resource Kit is fully CAPS compliant and is 

aligned with CAPS for Intermediate Phase Natural Sciences and Technology.

The Resource Kit consists of the following for each knowledge area:

• Posters – Visual learning: full-colour realistic pictures

• Picture cards – Group work: to be used to teach sorting and classifi cation

• Worksheets – Interactive/activity based: suitable activities require learners to use the resource components

• Board games – Reinforce learning: learners use what they have learnt to play games

Features

• Developed for the CAPS curriculum

• Available for each grade 

• Worksheet activities and photocopiable masters 

• Group, pair and individual work

•  Macmillan Teacher Campus training (workshops), linked to the kits, is available if you need it

Benefi ts

•  Can be used with any CAPS-approved titles 

•  Learners actively involved in guided learning

•  Teacher is ‘free’ to observe learners and guide them where necessary

•  Teachers will receive training on how to use certain parts of the kits in the classroom

•  Aff ordable

CAPS 
ALIGNED

Paper-
based kit
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Learn to Code
Exciting coding practice to embed 

knowledge and skills!

Learn to Code books have fun and 

engaging creative activities which provide 

coding practice and are ideal for coding 

clubs and homework. The step-by-step 

activities are easy to follow and will help 

children to become master coders!

•  Complete step-by-step, easy-to-follow 

activities

•  Practice coding with a variety of free 

software

•  Become master coders with exciting 

creative activities

The books include manageable pupil-

led projects to suit all abilities, including 

many open-ended activities to stretch and 

challenge more able pupils.

There are 12 exciting activities in each book 

that use free software that children can 

download and use at home.

Find more information at 

www.risingstars-uk.com/coding

Title ISBN Language

Learn to Code Practice Book 1 9781783393411 English

Learn to Code Practice Book 2 9781783393428 English

Learn to Code Practice Book 3 9781783393435 English

Learn to Code Practice Book 4 9781783393442 English



Senior Phase 
(Grade 7)
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Senior Phase Novels CAPS 
APPROVED

Title ISBN

Siswati Home Language

Litfuba Lekulwa 9781431019571

Title ISBN

Grade 7

English First Additional Language

The Big Match 9781431019090

The Magic Box 9781431019939

English Home Language

Sugar Baby 9781431019960

Treasure Island 9781431019120

eBOOK 
AVAILABLE

Illustrated First Aid in English
Illustrated First Aid in English provides all the help and support needed for 

learning and practising English. It off ers a comprehensive 

guide to all aspects of the English language including 

idiom, everyday usage and formal syntax. It is suitable for 

both English Home Language and First Additional 

Language and can be used in class, or as a reference 

revision book.

Title ISBN Language

Illustrated First Aid in English 9781471859984 English

Answers to Illustrated First Aid in English 9781471875076 English
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Spelling Rules
For more information on Spelling Rules see page 23 of this catalogue.

Grammar Rules
For more information on Grammar Rules see page 23 of this catalogue.

The Astounding Broccoli Boy
By Frank Cottrell Boyce

Rory Rooney likes to be prepared for all eventualities. His favourite book 

is Don’t Be Scared, Be Prepared, and he has memorised every page of it.

He knows that just because something is unlikely doesn’t mean it 

won’t ever happen … But Rory isn’t prepared when he suddenly and 

inexplicably turns green. Stuck in an isolation ward in a hospital far from 

home with two other remarkably green children, Rory’s as confused by 

his new condition as the medics seem to be. But what if it’s not in their 

genes, or a virus, or something they ate? What if turning green actually 

means you’ve turned into a superhero? Rory can’t wait to make it past 

hospital security and discover exactly what his superpower might be …

Journey to the River Sea
By Eva Ibbotson

A special 15th anniversary edition of this award-winning classic 

adventure from Eva Ibbotson.

It is 1910 and Maia, tragically orphaned at thirteen, has been sent from 

England to start a new life with distant relatives in Manaus, hundreds 

of miles up the Amazon. She is accompanied by an eccentric and 

mysterious governess who has secret reasons of her own for making 

the journey. Both soon discover an exotic world bursting with new 

experiences in Journey to the River Sea, Eva Ibbotson’s highly 

colourful, joyous adventure.

ISBN 9780330440875

Page Extent 400 pages

Themes Appreciating diversity, friendship, power of the imagination, bullying, heroism

ISBN 9781509832255

Page Extent 320 pages

Themes Tolerance, appreciating diversity, friendship, courage
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Title ISBN Language

Chambers-Macmillan South African Senior Phase Dictionary 9780797826724 English

Chambers-Macmillan South African 

Senior Phase Dictionary
The Chambers-Macmillan South African Senior Phase Dictionary is the third dictionary in a series of English 

school dictionaries for learners in South Africa.

This dictionary is intended for all Senior Phase learners, with special attention paid to the needs of those 

learners for whom English is both an additional language and a language of learning.

Learners can learn correct English usage as they look up the meanings 

of words.

Special features include:

•  Over 18 000 words and phrases

•  21 000 example sentences show how words are used 

•  South African English content developed in consultation with the 

English Language Teaching Information Centre (ELTIC)

•  Over 600 usage notes give extra help in correct English usage

•  Clear illustrations to aid explanations

•  Help with pronunciation.

Macmillan School Dictionary
– A two-colour dictionary for Intermediate and Senior Phase learners

The dictionary includes:

•  Special emphasis on school vocabulary

•  Subject-specifi c words highlighted throughout

•  Information on grammar patterns, collocations, phrases and phrasal 

verbs

•  Helpful reference section containing information on the periodic table, 

irregular verbs, pronunciation, geographical names and nationalities, 

and expressions using numbers

•  Helpful example sentences

•  Hundreds of synonyms and antonyms

•  Special help boxes on word families, synonym sets and vocabulary 

building

•  Clear, simple defi nitions using a restricted defi ning vocabulary

•  Menus for words with fi ve or more meanings for easy navigation.

Title ISBN Language

Macmillan School Dictionary 9781405013420 English
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Mighty Mentals

Mighty Mentals is the only mental mathematics textbook series to purposefully 

and systematically teach mental computation skills. Through a clear scope and 

sequence, the focus is on developing students’ automatic responses.

The four books in the Mighty Mentals series provide a 

systematic and logical programme featuring:

•  a unit of work focusing on a specifi c concept for each week

•  a tip or strategy for each unit to help students work through 

the exercises

•  handy maths facts and glossary pages

•  student progress and self-assessment chart

•  pull-out answer section in the middle.

Title Grade ISBN

Mighty Mentals Book A 4 9780732999582

Mighty Mentals Book B 5 9780732999599

Title Grade ISBN

Mighty Mentals Book C 6 9780732999605

Mighty Mentals Book D 7 9780732999612

First Aid in Mathematics
First Aid in Mathematics provides all the help and support needed for 

learning and practising mathematics. It off ers comprehensive coverage of 

core mathematical topics in clear and accessible language. 

It is suitable for both native English speakers and students of 

English as a second language and can be used in class, or as 

a reference and revision book. This title:

•  develops a strong basis of understanding with core topics 

covered in clear and accessible language

•  improves students’ ability to work through problems with 

plenty of practice exercises and revision tests

•  refl ects its international readership with terms and 

information that are appropriate for students worldwide.

Title ISBN Language

First Aid in Mathematics Colour Edition 9781444193794 English

Answers to First Aid in Mathematics 9781444121803 English

Bettermarks
For more information on Bettermarks see page 48 of this catalogue.
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Step into Science
Senior Phase Resource Book for Practical Activities

The activities link to Specifi c Aim 1 ‘Doing science’ 

in the CAPS for Senior Phase Natural Sciences 

Grades 7–9.

A table is provided that 

summarises the nature 

of science and how 

people gain knowledge 

to understand and explain 

the natural world through 

science.

Assessment tools and guidelines including rubrics 

where relevant and a marking memorandum are 

included for each worksheet.

An introduction to 

practical work that explains 

the purpose and aim 

of practical work, the 

scientifi c process, and the 

process skills which should 

be developed through 

practical work. A table is 

provided that summarises 

the steps of the scientifi c 

and related processes and 

inquiry skills.

There is a photocopiable 

worksheet for each practical 

task. The worksheet provides 

a format for the learners 

to follow instructions to 

plan and/or conduct the 

investigations, record 

observations and fi ndings 

and make conclusions. The 

worksheet also encourages 

safety during practical work 

by asking learners to suggest 

safety precautions.

Where resources 

as listed in the 

CAPS for natural 

sciences are 

not available or 

where resources 

are limited, 

improvised 

resources are 

suggested in the 

teacher support 

section.

A list of scientifi c terminology 

with explanations is included 

in each worksheet which 

encourages the learners to 

use the language of science. 

Teachers need to model 

this in order for learners to 

recognise, understand and use 

the vocabulary.

Science is all about hands-on 

learning, and is full of interesting 

lessons and fun experiments. 

However it also poses some 

unique dangers and safety 

hazards for learners. Teachers 

should have knowledge of 

and understand safety issues 

to enable them to anticipate, 

recognise, control, and 

eliminate any possible dangers 

and hazards. This section 

provides comprehensive notes 

on safety when doing practical 

work.

The teacher 

support page 

indicates how 

each activity 

links to the CAPS 

content and 

concepts, as well 

as the required 

prior knowledge, 

the objectives, 

advance 

preparation, 

resources, and 

safety precautions.

There are two 

activities for each 

knowledge strand 

for each grade. This 

gives the teacher 

a choice of eight 

well-designed 

practical activities 

per year that 

can be used for 

informal (formative) 

assessment and for 

formal assessment 

as part of the formal 

Programme of 

Assessment. 

Links to the curriculum

The nature of science

Assessment tools and guidelines

An introduction to 

practical work
Photocopiable worksheets

Resources 

required

List of scientifi c terminology

Guidelines to safety when 

doing practical work
Teacher support

Practical activities

Features of the book

Title ISBN

Step into Science Senior Phase 
Resource Book for Practical Activities

9781431060467

CAPS 
ALIGNED
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Solutions for all Natural Sciences 

Grade 7 Resource Kit
The Resource Kit is a print- and paper-based visual and interactivity 

resource to enhance natural sciences teaching and learning in the 

classroom. The Resource Kit is fully CAPS compliant and is aligned with 

CAPS for Senior Phase natural sciences.

The Resource Kit consists of the following for each Knowledge Area:

•  Posters – Visual learning: full-colour realistic pictures

•  Picture cards – Group work: to be used to teach sorting 

and classifi cation

•  Worksheets – Interactive/activity based: suitable activities 

require learners to use the resource components

•  Board games – Reinforce learning: learners use what they 

have learnt to play games

Solutions for all Technology 

Grade 7 Resource Kit
Contents of the Resource Kit:

•  Mini-PAT Guidelines providing all the skills necessary to complete any 

mini-PAT regardless of which technology textbook the teacher is using

•  Posters which support the content in the Mini-PAT Guidelines, and also 

off er support for teaching knowledge and skills needed to ensure 

success in technology

•  Picture cards that can be used for teaching certain knowledge 

and skills in a fun and interactive way to encourage learning

•  Photocopiable masters of all the templates necessary to 

build the resources that teachers will need

•  A section that provides practical help for teachers who are 

struggling to teach learners drawing in technology

•  Games that will help to reinforce diff erent concepts in electricity

•  Games that will reinforce learners’ knowledge of structures and levers

Title ISBN Language

Solutions for all Natural Sciences Grade 7 Resource Kit 9781431028016 English

Solutions for all Natural Sciences Resource Kits are also available for Grades 8 and 9.

Title ISBN Language

Solutions for all Technology Grade 7 Resource Kit 9781431028542 English

Solutions for all Technology Resource Kits are also available for Grades 8 and 9.

CAPS 
ALIGNED

CAPS 
ALIGNED

Paper-
based kit

Paper-
based kit
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Solutions for all Map Skills Grades 7, 8 and 9
Solutions for all Map Skills is an exciting, CAPS-aligned guide for geography learners in Grades 7, 8 and 9. Its 

content has been developed by teachers, examiners and lecturers who have an intimate knowledge of the 

geographical skills and techniques section of the CAPS geography curriculum.

This book provides learners 

with instruction and guidance 

supported by a range of practice activities to help 

them develop competence in the following areas: 

Mapwork skills and techniques; Atlas use; Satellite 

images; Aerial photographs; 1:50 000 topographic 

maps; and Orthophoto maps.

Key features

•  Simple defi nition of key terms, as well as 

explanations of the key concepts related to each 

topic

•  Opportunities to apply and integrate map skills 

with the geography topics outlined in the CAPS 

curriculum

•  Useful tips to help with exam questions

• Exercises to practise and develop specifi c skills

•  Clear, step-by-step explanations of how to master 

the skills associated with specifi c topics

•  A selection of grade-specifi c assessment 

questions, including sample exam papers

Title ISBN Language

Solutions for all Map Skills Grades 7, 8 and 9 9781431030934 English

CAPS 
ALIGNED

South Africa Poster in Tube
This wall map shows provinces of South Africa 

colour-coded. It includes the major cities, major 

towns, other towns and settlements, major and 

minor roads with distance markers, toll roads, route 

numbers, railway lines and stations, border posts, 

airports, places of interest, national parks and 

reserves.

Title ISBN

South Africa Poster in Tube 9781770263741
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Maps in a Box
Maps in a Box is an educational box set containing a World Political Wall Map, 

Africa Political Wall Map and a 30cm infl atable globe. This is a great educational 

product!

Title ISBN

Maps in a Box 9781770269415

Solutions for all Primary Atlas
Solutions for all Primary Atlas is the ideal atlas for Grades 4 to 7 learners. It is aligned with the CAPS 

curriculum and refl ects all the recent place name and border changes. It off ers everything one would expect 

from a primary school atlas, as well as:

• Accessible and simple design

• A map skills section

• Activities within the atlas 

•  Full-colour glossy paper throughout

• Modern cartography

•  A glossary of important terms used in the atlas and in 

the CAPS curriculum

•  Maps, full-colour photographs and illustrations, 

simple statistical data, and explanations in easy-to-

read and learner-friendly language.

Title ISBN Language

Solutions for all Primary Atlas Grade 
4 to 7

9781431032938 English

CAPS 
ALIGNED

WTF – What The Fact
An informative book crammed with fun facts for children.

Title ISBN Language

WTF – What The Fact 9781770266988 English
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Guidelines Grammar for the 

Senior Phase Study Guides
The Blue Book Series has been helping learners pass since 1971.

There is a new set of Grammar Guidelines for the Senior Phase. 

These are CAPS compliant and easy to use. They off er brief, clear 

explanations of every grammatical construct, in simple language. 

Each topic is explained clearly and simply, with the aid of suitable 

examples. In addition to this useful reference material, there are 

practice activities for each topic, as well as solutions to the activities 

at the end of each study guide. Senior Phase learners will fi nd these 

study guides an invaluable tool in preparing for tests, exams, or for 

completing classwork and homework tasks.

These study guides can be used by learners studying Home 

Language or First Additional Language.

Title ISBN Language

English Grammar for the Senior Phase 9781431050147 English

Luhlelo Lwelulwimi lwesiSwati lweSigaba Lesiphakeme 9781431050239 Siswati

CAPS 
ALIGNED

eBOOK 
AVAILABLE

Guidelines Mathematics 
for the Senior Phase Study 
Guides
The new Guidelines Mathematics for the Senior 

Phase consists of a set of 5 study guides, one for 

each learning area of the Senior Phase curriculum. 

They are CAPS compliant and easy to use. Each 

study guide off ers brief, clear explanations of each 

maths topic and outlines of all concepts. There are 

summaries that are easy to understand, as well as 

defi nitions of diffi  cult terms. Apart from off ering 

frequent examples with solutions, each study guide 

also provides lots of questions and answers to help 

you prepare for exams, and a handy section for note-

taking.

Title ISBN Language

Mathematics for the Senior Phase

Numbers, Operations and Relationships 9781431050048 English

Patterns, Function and Algebra 9781431050055 English

Space and Shape 9781431050062 English

Measurement 9781431050079 English

Data Handling 9781431050086 English

CAPS 
ALIGNED

eBOOK 
AVAILABLE
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Special Needs Assessment Profi le (SNAP) – Infant Check

Explore and make sense of a child’s patterns of diffi  culties at an early stage with 

this unique computer-aided assessment. It enables you to profi le any apparent 

barriers to learning, at ages 5–7, and point the way to the most appropriate ‘next 

steps’ provision or referral, and monitor subsequent progress.

•  Enables you to pinpoint and respond at the fi rst opportunity to potential 

barriers to a child’s learning

•  Helps infant teachers recognise the early warning signs of diff erent SENs; 

make appropriate provisions in the classroom; and keep records to inform 

swift and suitable referrals to other agencies

•  Looks beyond the core categories to analyse fi fteen associated strands that 

may contribute to a child’s own unique ‘mix’ of diffi  culties

•  Guides you through a questionnaire which draws upon your professional judgement and classroom 

observations, with parental input if appropriate

Special Needs Assessment Profi le (SNAP-SpLD)

An award-winning package that profi les specifi c learning diffi  culties and related 

factors, and gives follow-up suggestions for both teachers and parents, all in a 

user-friendly and comprehensive package. Designed for use by SENCOs, learning 

support and specialist teachers in primary and secondary schools, SNAP-SpLD is 

a computer-aided diagnostic assessment and profi ling package for ages 5 to 14.

•  Maps each learner’s own mix of barriers to learning on to an overall matrix of 

learning

•  Gives a structured diagnostic profi le across 22 specifi c learning diffi  culties and 

related factors, plus self-esteem

•  Helps to identify clusters of problems and the core features of a learner’s 

diffi  culties: an enhanced SNAP profi le gives ‘core’ and ‘expanded’ views

•  A ‘progress review’ facility enables you to compare ‘before and after’ assessments

Special Needs Assessment Profi le – Behaviour (SNAP-B)

Intuitive and user-friendly, Snap-Behaviour brings to behavioural, emotional and 

social diffi  culties the insights and practical strategies that SNAP-SpLD brings to 

specifi c learning diffi  culties.

•  Enables school staff  to be more focused and eff ective in supporting learners 

with behavioural diffi  culties, at home and at school

•  Focuses on identifying a positive solution to behavioural diffi  culties, rather than 

speculating about possible causes of any behaviour

•  Provides a mechanism for actively involving parents in assessment and follow-

up, including restorative approaches

•  Generates personalised helpsheets giving practical advice and support 

strategies, linked to SEAL outcomes

Special Needs Assessment Profi le (SNAP)

Title

SNAP Infant Check CD-ROM

SNAP Infant Check User’s Handbook

SNAP-SpLD CD-ROM v 3.5

SNAP-SpLD User’s Handbook

SNAP-SpLD Pupil Assessment Pack

Title

SNAP-B CD-ROM

SNAP-B User’s Handbook
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Expert Educator Series

A Professional Development Kit for Educators

•  The Expert Educator Series is written by 

experienced South African educators who are 

experts in their respective fi elds.

•  This series of books provides a solid base and 

understanding of what it means to teach in 

South African schools.

•  All the titles in this series meet the 

requirements of the NCS and incorporate the 

principles behind the CAPS.

•  The series covers a wide range of topics to 

equip educators with the knowledge and 

practical know-how to handle a variety of 

situations inside and outside the classroom.

Features:

• Case studies

• Practical tips for the classroom

• Clear explanations of concepts relevant to the topic

• Learning tasks including answers

Title ISBN

Expert Educator Series Kit 9781431046584

Title ISBN

ADD and ADHD 9781770306097

Administration 9781770306103

Career Path Development 9781770306189

Classroom Management and Discipline 9781770306066

Coaching 9781770306158

Confl ict Management 9781431000029

Cooperative Learning and Group Work 9781770306080

Creating a Safe Learning Environment in Schools 9781431000012

Event Management and School Improvement 9781770306110

Feedback to Learners 9781770306127

How to Assess 9781770306059

Title ISBN

Mentoring 9781770306141

Motivating the Learner 9781770306202

Planning 9781770306233

Powerful Learning Environment 9781770306042

Resources 9781770306196

Teaching Reading 9781770308312

The Inclusive Educator 9781770306073

Timetabling 9781770306226

Whole School Planning 9781770306219

Writing Skills 9781770306134

The books in the Expert Educator Series Kit are also available to purchase as individual titles:

eBOOKS 
AVAILABLE

CAPS 
ALIGNED



Macmillan Education has been advancing learning for over 175 years. 

Since the earliest days we have established ourselves as a leading publisher, 

building strong partnerships with educators, innovating in pedagogy and 

digital content, and inspiring learners to achieve more.

In classrooms we know how transformative learning can be, and we are passionate about 

providing learners and their teachers with everything they need to succeed in education, in the 

workplace, and in life. We do this by:

•  Listening carefully to the needs of teachers 

and learners, and translating this knowledge 

into insights that shape the future state of 

education

•  Developing highly relevant content and 

resources that make teaching rewarding and 

learning eff ective, and ensuring measurable 

successful outcomes

•  Building lasting relationships with teachers 

and lecturers, and providing guidance, 

support and inspiration on their professional 

development journey

•  Connecting teachers with the latest research, 

new pedagogies and experts

As education adapts and changes at an ever-

increasing pace, we will always be there – 

empowering teachers to inspire learners on 

their lifelong journeys in education.

Macmillan Education

Advancing Learning
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The Curious Flower original artwork is a metaphor for 

the way in which learning develops from the seeds of curiosity 

and imagination, and the role that educators play in spreading 

that knowledge to learners.

Macmillan Teaching Handbooks
Macmillan Teaching Handbooks are written for student teachers and practising teachers in primary schools 

in Africa.

Teaching Series eBOOK
AVAILABLE

Teaching in South African Schools
Teaching in South African Schools is a book aimed at specialists, developers of 

education, and practicing teachers. It deals with the educator’s role as a leader, 

administrator and manager.

ISBN: 9780333720554

ISBN: 9780797826625

ISBN: 9781770307551 ISBN: 9781770308206 ISBN: 9781770307605

ISBN: 9780333771464 ISBN: 9780333750155 ISBN: 9781405031240 ISBN: 9780333750162

“When you teach what you love and share 

what you know, you open eyes, minds, hearts 

and souls to unexplored worlds.”
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